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ABSTRACT
The Fur language of Darfur, Sudan has been undergoing a decades-long language shift to
the more dominant and prestigious Arabic spoken throughout the country. However, a
decade of conflict in Darfur has brought greater awareness of ethnic identity and
disrupted the previously-documented language shift. Using questionnaires, this study
explores the current language use patterns and attitudes of 286 individuals in two towns
and four Internally Displaced People camps in Darfur. It uses interviews to further
explore language attitudes. The research shows that demographic variables such as
gender, age, and level of education affect language use and attitudes and confirms that
conflict has played a role in reversing language shift. Based on the theory that motivation
is the greatest indicator of ethnolinguistic vitality, the findings of this research predict
that the Fur people will maintain their language in the future as part of their ethnic
identity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The country of Sudan, with its rich language and ethnic diversity, has provided the
linguistic community with a wealth of data. However, many current studies in Sudan
have to do with the documentation and preservation of languages that have been
completely lost or are in the process of dying. Lack of support for minority languages, the
spread of Arabic as a dominant language, and economic problems have created a climate
in which minority languages struggle to thrive.
Against this backdrop, as well as the larger backdrop of all-too-common language
shift and death throughout the world, the Fur language presents a counter-phenomenon.
The Fur language is one of the languages of the Darfur region of Sudan that has been
threatened by the encroachment of Arabic and its prevalence in the arenas of education,
religion, and socioeconomics. However, conflict in the region over the past decade and
subsequent changes in the geographic location and socioeconomic situation of the Fur
community have brought about greater awareness of ethnolinguistic identity and a partial
reversal of the previously-documented shift to Arabic. This research explores the shifting
state of current language use patterns and attitudes among the Fur community and
predicts that the Fur will continue to maintain their language as a vital part of their ethnic
identity because of the high functional role their language currently carries in Fur society
and because of their strong motivation to maintain it.

1

In this first chapter, I introduce the aims and scope of the research and explain its
significant contributions to the current knowledge of Sudanese languages and to the field
of sociolinguistics. I also explain the specific objectives of the research, my assumptions
on entering into it, and the limitations I faced during it.

1.1 Aims of the Research
The data collected and analyzed in this study aims to describe the current language
use patterns of the Fur community, explore language attitudes and factors that have
contributed to attitude change, and make predictions about the future vitality of the Fur
language.

1.2

Scope of the Research
This research describes patterns of language use and language attitudes among the

Fur community in El Fasher and Nyala, regional capitals of North Darfur and South
Darfur states, and those living in surrounding Internally Displaced People (IDP) camps.
The research also evaluates qualitative data gathered through interviews within the Fur
community in Khartoum, Sudan.

1.3 Significance of the Research
Over the past fifty years, several sociolinguistic studies have been conducted in
Darfur. With the exception of two studies conducted in the 1960s (Jernudd 1968 and
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Haaland 1978), no sociolinguistic research has focused exclusively on the Fur language.1
More recent sociolinguistic surveys carried out in the region (Thelwall 1971, Jernudd
1979, Salih 1989, JahAllah 1999, and Idris 2008) have included Fur respondents, but
have focused on towns and gathered data on children from schools within those towns.
This creates a potentially one-sided picture of vernacular language use because it
excludes rural areas and asks questions of children in school settings where Arabic is
imposed, creating a high probability of biased responses towards Arabic (Miller 2006).2
In addition, all of these studies were carried out before the start of the conflict in Darfur
in 20033, which has re-written much of the geographical, political, and sociolinguistic
map of the Fur community.
One notable exception to the above surveys is Garri (forthcoming), who conducted a
sociolinguistic study of ten languages in Darfur in 2011 and 2012, including IDP camp
residents who largely represent a rural population. His research is thus the first in over
four decades to include the rural population and the first to penetrate the post-conflict
situation. Similar to Garri’s study, the present research encompasses IDP camp residents

1

Other studies have shown a marked difference in language use and attitude between ethnic groups

from similar regions. Thus, a study that focuses on one language is needed to explore more in depth the
particular reasons for language use patterns and attitudes within that ethnolinguistic group.
2

Both Idris (2008, p. 112) and Dhahawi (2012) note instances during the course of their surveys in

schools where suspicion or shame hindered students from admitting to speaking a minority language. I
have assumed that the formal, Arabic-only school setting, current ethnic tensions, and the possibility that
children in the classroom are more concerned with giving a “right” answer rather than an accurate one all
could contribute to biased answers. For this reason, I chose to survey children in the informal, comfortable
setting of their homes and communities.
3

Fatima Idris’ study in Nyala was conducted in 2002, but not published until 2008.
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and provides language data on post-conflict Darfur. Unlike Garri’s study, it focuses on
one language, explores in detail language acquisition and patterns of use, and forecasts
the future vitality of the language. Therefore, this research offers a significant
contribution to the current knowledge of the sociolinguistic situation in present-day
Darfur and provides a framework for similar research on other languages in Darfur.
In addition to contributing to knowledge of the present-day sociolinguistic situation
of the Fur community, this study makes a meaningful contribution to theory of
Ethnolinguistic Vitality (EV), explained in Chapter 3, and what indicators best predict it.
The effects of inter-ethnic conflict on the Fur community and language make it a relevant
study in which to apply recently-developed EV theories which rely heavily on speakers’
attitudes (negative or positive towards their language and/or another) as a means of
forecasting the ethnolinguistic vitality of a group.
The Fur language is affected by a unique set of conflicting pressures. Some of these
pressures tend to minimize its use or decrease its perceived value, such as the evident
advantages of Arabic in Sudanese society. These advantages are seen in the following
realms:
Education – Arabic is the only medium of instruction used in primary and secondary
schools and almost all universities in the country. Speaking minority languages in the
classroom is a punishable offense in many schools. I personally heard several
accounts of children being publicly shamed or punished for speaking their mother
tongue in this context.
Religion – Arabic is the language of Islam, the religion of 99% of the Fur. It is considered
the language of prayer and the only language of the Quran.
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Communication – Arabic is the lingua franca for communication between ethnic groups
and is almost exclusively the language of literature and media across the country.
Economy – Trade between tribes or between rural and town settings necessitates a degree
of knowledge of the Arabic language. Desertification has decreased available
farmland and increased migration to urban centers, resulting in further contact with
Arabic.
Sudan’s Arabicization policy, explained in detail in Chapter 2, has promoted the
rapid spread of Arabic with a subsequent weakening of Fur as well as many other
minority languages (Brenzinger 1992). In addition, almost a decade of conflict has
displaced tens of thousands from rural areas into towns or IDP camps. All of these factors
constitute an external pressure against the Fur language.
At the same time, however, the ethnically-oriented conflict has contributed to an
internal motivation for maintaining the Fur language. Fatima Idris, who conducted
research in Darfur at the very start of the conflict in 2002, recognized these conflicting
pressures on languages in Darfur, noting, “It is probable that [conflict and displacement]
has led to increased Arabicization. Simultaneously, since the conflict has had ethnic
undertones, increased ethnolinguistic identification and polarization among the Darfurian
groups may have led to more positive attitudes to [their languages] (2008, 40). She adds
that “it is too soon to say whether this new development will change the patterns of
language use and attitudes” (2008, 227). The present research, conducted nearly ten years
later, attempts to answer the above query by studying the effects of these simultaneously
negative and positive pressures on the Fur language.

5

1.4

Objectives of the Research
The specific objectives of the research are:

•

To determine what functions the Fur language carries out in Fur society and how
they differ from ten years ago

•

To ascertain the attitudes the Fur people have towards their language, if their
attitudes have changed, and if so, why

•

To assess which of and to what extent the following variables influence language
attitude and use: age, gender, homogeneity of parents and spouse, place of origin,
place of residence, level of education, social status, date of migration/displacement,
and reason for migration/displacement

•

To analyze all of the above with a view to forecasting the future vitality of the Fur
language

1.5 Assumptions of the Researcher
Based on data from previous studies as well as personal knowledge of some
language revitalization trends within some of the Fur community, I designed and carried
out research with the following assumptions in mind:
•

Language attitudes have changed positively towards Fur within the last decade due
to conflict

•

Including IDP residents in the scope of the research will give a more positive picture
of ethnolinguistic vitality than previous studies which only surveyed town-dwellers

6

•

Differences in current residence (town versus IDP camp), reason for migration
(voluntary migration versus involuntary displacement), and amount of time lived
outside of rural area are factors which influence language use patterns and attitudes

1.6 Limitations of the Research
Since the research was conducted in two towns and IDP camps in Darfur,
conclusions cannot be conclusively drawn about the vitality of the Fur language as a
whole. For example, Fur language use and attitudes in neighboring Chad might prove
different than those covered in the scope of this research. Also, since there was no up-todate accurate census to provide information on ethnicity , it is difficult to determine how
representative the respondent sample is of the Fur population as a whole.
In addition, the factors of language attitudes and use considered in the scope of this
study are not the only factors which influence future ethnolinguistic vitality, although I
consider them to be the most important. Language policies, economic issues, language
prestige, and the official status of a language are also contributing factors, but are beyond
the scope of this paper. I touch on these topics in order to paint a background for the
research, but not to factor them into the final analysis.
Another limitation of the research was my absence and lack of personal oversight in
the distribution of questionnaires. Travel permission to Darfur was requested, but denied
because of safety concerns. This limitation effectively cut out of the research the planned
participatory observation method which would have enhanced the qualitative data
gathered through interviews. It necessitated carrying out the interviews at a different
location (Khartoum State) than the distribution of questionnaires (North and South Darfur
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States). It also meant that I could only be remotely involved in training assistants and
overseeing the process of distribution. On the other hand, the fact that I, as a foreigner,
was not physically present during the distribution of any of the questionnaires reduced
the risk of bias (either positive or negative) that my presence may have generated.

1.7 Summary of the Chapters
This thesis is organized into six chapters. Following this introductory chapter, the
succeeding chapters provide background information on the Fur community, a theoretical
basis for the research, a description of the research process, an analysis of the results, and
conclusions drawn from the analysis. A brief summary of the chapters follows:
Chapter Two, “A Sociolinguistic Context of the Fur Community,” provides a
sociolinguistic context of the Fur language by looking at historical, geographical, and
political factors affecting its decline and revitalization.
Chapter Three, “A Theoretical Framework for Predicting Ethnolinguistic Vitality,”
introduces sociolinguistic concepts and theories which provide a framework for this
study. It describes the Ethnolinguistic Vitality theory and examines the best indicators for
predicting the future ethnolinguistic vitality of a language community.
Chapter Four, “Research Methodology and Instruments,” describes the research
design, methodologies, and research process. It also introduces the instruments used to
conduct the research, namely, the questionnaire and the semi-structured interview, and
provides an overview of the process of analysis.
Chapter Five, “Results of the Data Analysis,” examines the data collected through
the questionnaires and semi-structured interviews. The analysis includes a demographic
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profile of the respondents and looks at the factors which significantly influence language
use and attitudes. It also compares the findings to previous research.
Chapter Six, “Forecasting the Vitality of the Fur Language,” draws conclusions from
the data and forecasts the future vitality of the Fur language. It also provides suggestions
for further research of the Fur language.

9

CHAPTER 2
A SOCIOLINGUISTIC CONTEXT OF THE FUR COMMUNITY
“Sociohistorical factors decisively affect attitudes, which is why any study on
language attitudes that belittles their role will simply scratch the surface of the question”
(Ammon 2004, 402). This chapter is designed to acknowledge the proper role of these
sociohistorical factors by framing the research within the relevant backdrop of history,
politics, language policy, and recent events which have affected the Fur community. The
chapter begins with general information on the Fur language and its speakers.

2.1 Classification of the Fur Language
Fur [fvr] is classified as a member of the of the Nilo-Saharan language family
(Greenberg 1970, Tucker 1978, Lewis 2009). Until the 1970s, it was considered a
language isolate, but in 1972 Joseph Greenberg proposed that it was related to a Chadian
language called Amdang (Lewis 2009) or Mimi (cited in Doornbos and Bender 1983).
Jernudd (1968) has identified six distinct, but intelligible dialects of Fur.
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2.2 Number and Location of Speakers
The number of speakers of Fur is difficult to determine due to unreliable censuses4 in
the past and a noticeable exclusion of questions on both language and ethnicity in the
most recent 2008 census. The Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) lists the number of Fur speakers
in Sudan as 500,000 with an additional 1,800 speaking Fur outside of Sudan (mainly in
Chad). However, this was based on information from 1983 (Doornbos and Bender 1983).
Not only have nearly three decades of rapid shift towards Arabic elapsed since then, but
the geographic and sociolinguistic map of Darfur has been greatly altered as thousands of
Fur have died or been displaced and ethnic awareness has increased.
The Fur of Sudan primarily live in Darfur (literally, “land” or “house” of the Fur),
the westernmost region of Sudan, covering approximately the same land area as France.
The Fur can be found in the major towns of each of the five states5 of Darfur which are
represented in Figure 1 below.

4

The First Population Census only asked what language was spoken at home as a determiner of

vernacular use. The Fourth Population Census (1993) lumps languages into North, West, and South
Darfurian languages so that it is not possible to deduce the number of speakers of each. And the Fifth
Population Census (2008) ignored questions on language altogether.
5

Darfur was divided into three states in 1994 and into five states on January 10, 2012. Figure 1 shows

Darfur with the new five state division while Figure 2 shows Darfur with its former three-state division.
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Figure 1: Map of Darfur6
The heart of the Fur homeland is Jebel Marra (Haaland 1978, 167), a lush mountain
range rising above the desert, and the plains to the west of it. Each of the five states has a
capital, and the two research sites were in the capitals of El Fasher, North Darfur and
Nyala, South Darfur as well as their surrounding IDP camps. The following map

6

Based on UN map (United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Sudan:

Darfur Administrative Map, Rev. March 2012).
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highlights the Darfur homeland as well as the towns and IDP camps where the bulk of the
research took place.

*(!-$($)!
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'$()$!

Figure 2. Map of Darfur with IDP camp locations7

2.3 Culture and Lifestyle of the Fur
Traditionally, the Fur are primarily cultivators, settled in towns and villages unlike
some of the nomadic tribes inhabiting the same areas. Their staple crops are millet and

7

De Waal (2005, 183). Used by permission of Oxford University Press. Red lines my addition.
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sorghum, with additional cash crops of vegetables, peanuts, cotton, and sesame. They
also keep animals such as cows, sheep, goats, and chickens (Waag 2010). Some of them
engage in hunting and working with their hands to make woven goods, pottery, and
leather crafts. Doornbos and Bender report that the Fur are considered to be “honest,
good-natured, and peaceful” even to the point of being termed cowards by their more
aggressive neighbors (1983, 53). Traditionally, Fur society considers each adult an
independent economic unit, even though there are strong social and kinship networks.
One result of this societal structure is that husbands and wives both own and cultivate
land and keep their harvests separate.
However, much of this lifestyle and these traditions have been lost today. Adelberger
(2006), who undertook ethnographic research among the Fur in 1986, pointed to the
growth of fundamentalist Islam, the introduction of wage labor, and the introduction of
official institutions as factors that have replaced traditional familial and social structures.
The traditionally separate economies of husbands and wives have become more of a joint
entity as livestock has taken on a more important role and the economy has become cashbased (Barth 1988, 50-52).
In addition to these changes, from 2003 to the present time Darfur has been
embroiled in a conflict that has displaced the majority of the Fur from their homeland
into IDP camps, towns, and other countries. It is natural to expect that this displacement
would further disintegrate their traditions and bring the Fur people one step closer to
complete language shift. However, the fact that the conflict has had ethnic undertones
may further incite the Fur revitalization which Haaland observed as early as the 1970s
(1978, 194-196). Since most of the Fur people are now displaced, this ethnic
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revitalization is perhaps best realized in their language, which they can carry with them
even when their traditional lifestyle has been disrupted. Regarding ethnic groups affected
by the conflict, a researcher from Darfur noted that “the most workable ethnic identity
marker and ethnic defense mechanism – the language – has become a source of ethnic
pride” (Garri, forthcoming).

2.4 The Historical and Sociolinguistic Context of Darfur
2.4.1 Pre-colonial Era
Fur Sultans ruled an autonomous Darfur (with the exception of a brief interlude
under the Turkish-Egyptian empire) from the mid-17th century to 1916 when the final
sultan, Ali Dinar, was defeated by the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium. From this point
forward, Darfur has been annexed to Sudan, which gained its independence from the
British in 1956. During the sultanate period, Fur was a trade language of the region, even
as the Muslim sultanates contributed to the spread of Arabic as a language of wider
communication.

2.4.2 Colonial Era
During the British colonial era, which lasted until 1956, Darfur was governed by a
policy of “native administration,” in which the British organized tribal leaders into new
authority structures and essentially left them to govern themselves. Darfur scholar Alex
De Waal describes the colonial administration as having “no economic interest in the
region and no ideological ambition other than staving off trouble” (2005, 192). In
practice, this essentially hands-off approach resulted in underdevelopment of the region
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due to neglect and an unequal distribution of resources. During this time, Arabic
continued to be used widely in northern Sudan.

2.4.3 Post-colonial Era
Independence from colonial rule brought little change to the region of Darfur in
regards to education and the distribution of services and resources (Wassara 2009, 5).
However, the completion of a railway the same year increased travel and thus connected
Darfur to the culture and language of the center, resulting in a further spread of Arab
culture and the Arabic language.
In addition, a policy of Arabicization, which promotes Arabic as the sole unifying
national language, has increased the spread of Arabic throughout Sudan. Since the birth
of the new nation in 1956, Sudan has sought to assert its identity as an Arab-Islamic
nation, not an easy task in such a highly multi-ethnic and multi-lingual country.
Integration of every citizen into this national identity has been promoted and has resulted
in the spread of Arabic to greater degrees than ever before, creating tension between
nationalism and tribalism and adding to the already-muddled identity of the Fur.8
Doornbos and Bender describe this process as the “conversion” of non-Arab tribes to the
culture of the Arab tribes that converge along the Nile (1983, 45). One Fur individual
succinctly sums up the issue of identity like this: “In reality, we cannot identify ourselves

8

In addition to the tension between nationalism and tribalism, Fur identity is confused because of

unfounded claims to Arab ancestry, intermarriage, and the blurring of ethnic-linguistic boundaries. Haaland
(1978, 191) observed that some Fur are called Baggara when they begin herding as the Baggara do or
Zaghawa when they take on Zaghawa customs. So ethnic identity is not clear-cut in Darfur.
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as purely Arabs nor Africans. This puts us in a challenge [sic]– maintaining both the
national identity and the local identity” (Garri, forthcoming).
Idris (2008) recognized that while this shift towards Arabic supports national
integration, it simultaneously poses a threat to the multi-cultural and multi-lingual fabric
of Sudan. Similarly, concerning the systematic standardization of Arabic in Sudan,
Abdelhay (2011, 465) writes, “This inherently stratifying process rationalizes the
degradation of local languages … as invalid denotational codes (“un-languages”) for the
spatiotemporal construction of the Sudan as a single homogenous linguistic community.”
The success of Arabicization is shown in a study Jernudd carried out in March-April
1965 in the Fur heartland of Jebel Marra in which he noted that positive attitudes towards
Arabic were signs of distinction and that the educated would distinguish themselves by
using Arabic and emphasizing that they were “Sudanese” (Jernudd 1968, 174, 177).
Conversely, anthropologist Gunnar Haaland, based on observations made in Darfur
from 1965-1973 (personal communication), noted that while education and greater
participation in the national economy had indeed contributed to the spread of Arabic,
assimilation to an Arab identity had not followed as would naturally be expected. He
observed a “regional based political movement” that had sprung up and noted that the
educated were becoming more interested in Fur history. He believed that this ethnic
revival was due to the Fur not being accepted by the Arabs, despite their Arabicization,
and therefore beginning to identify more and more with their tribal identity (Haaland
1978, 195). He predicted the spread of Arabic because of its economic advantages,
resulting in increased bilingualism, but not necessarily Fur language loss.
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Concerning the connection between the spread of Arabic and the loss of local
languages, Haaland wrote, “The crucial factors to look for in this connection are
processes underlying maintenance or breakdown of ethnic boundaries … A bilingual
situation may develop if there are sectors of activity where ethnic identity continues to be
made relevant”(1978, 196). This is a very interesting prediction in light of the fact that
the conflict has made ethnic identity more relevant than ever before.9

2.4.4 Darfur Conflict
Desertification, famine, skirmishes between nomads and sedentary farmers, and
political dissatisfaction with perceived marginalization all paved the way for a conflict
which simmered and then sparked into full-blown war in 2003. This conflict displaced
many Fur and until today, the majority of the former rural, sedentary farming tribes live
outside of their homeland as refugees or inside it in IDP camps. Studying the impact of
this displacement on the language attitudes and use of the Fur tribe in particular is one of
the objectives of this research.

2.5 Language Policies of Sudan
A language policy is an official statement of deliberate action to take regarding the
role and status of a language or languages in a particular community or country.
Although there is often a discrepancy between language policy and the actual

9

Dhahawi Garri, a Darfurian linguist who conducted research in Darfur noted: “Before the conflict

started, no one asked or cared what tribe you were from or what language you spoke. Now, it’s the first
thing someone wants to know about you” (personal communication).
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implementation of that policy, an overview of language policies in Sudan nevertheless
provides insight into the history of administrative-level thought regarding the languages
of Sudan.
Language policies in Sudan have been largely geared towards promoting Arabic in
an effort to integrate members of a multi-lingual, multi-cultural society into a unified
nation, particularly the former southern states. 10 However, policies since the mid 1990s
reveal an increasing awareness of the linguistic diversity of Sudan and make amendments
to the previous Arabic-only stance.
The first form of a language policy in Sudan was implemented during the AngloEgyptian Condominium, which used both English and Arabic in its administration.
Arabic was the lingua franca at this time, and no regional languages were developed.
After independence in 1956, in an attempt to define the newly-birthed country as a
Muslim-Arab nation, the administration implemented policies of Arabicization, primarily
geared towards integrating southern Sudan. At this time, Arabic became the official
language of the country and of education.
The Addis Ababa Peace Agreement of 1972 offered concessions to speakers of the
southern Sudanese languages, but still maintained Arabic as the official language of the
country with no clause for the development of any of the northern minority languages.
Following the 1989 coup which installed Omar al-Bashir as president, Arabicization

10

The Democratic Republic of Sudan split into Sudan and South Sudan when the latter became an

official country on July 9, 2011.
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practices continued and Arabic became the medium for instruction for all higher
education.
The 1998 Constitution guaranteed the right to preserve language and added an
important clause in Article 27: “the Government encourages the development of other
local and foreign languages” (United Nations 2007, 63).
The Naivasha Language Policy of 200411 represents a major change because, for the
first time in the history of Sudan, all Sudanese vernaculars were considered national
languages. This policy has been adopted into the current Interim National Constitution
drafted in 2005. Section 8 (Interim 2005, 5) states:
1. All indigenous languages of the Sudan are national languages and shall be respected,
developed and promoted.
2. Arabic, as a major language at the national level, and English shall be the official
working languages of the national government and the languages of instruction for
higher education.
3. In addition to Arabic and English, the legislature of any subnational level of
government may adopt any other national language as an additional official working
language at its level.
The encouraging trends in the last two constitutions must be tempered by the fact
that official declarations often take a long time to be implemented in practice. Because of
the ongoing conflict in Darfur, the gap between policy and practice is even wider for the

11

The Naivasha Language Policy was drawn up in Naivasha, Kenya in 2004 and constituted part of the

Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) signed in 2005.
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Fur language.12 Nevertheless, the changing policies are a positive sign that changes in
practice will follow. For example, the Council for Development and Promotion of
National Languages was established in 2005 as a branch of the government devoted to
language and culture preservation. They constitute a small group that is still in the early
stages of establishment, but they are dedicated to language development, have produced
several booklets on Sudanese languages with plans to produce more, and work to
encourage and train people to develop their own languages in their respective regions.13

2.6 Language Shift in Previous Research
We have looked at the historical, political, economic, and social factors contributing
to the spread of Arabic. We will now look particularly at their effect on the Fur language
as described in the various sociolinguistic studies and surveys of Sudan that have
included this language.
Studies in the Fur heartland in the 1960s and 1970s depict the spread of Arabic with
a simultaneous widespread use of Fur, even to the extent that Fur was used as somewhat
of a lingua franca between tribes (Thelwall 1978, 9).
Jernudd’s 1965 study of several towns in the Jebel Marra region showed that the Fur
did not learn Arabic as a mother tongue, 40% to “most” of the men knew at least some
Arabic, women knew very little, and young people knew it more than their elders. He
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A school teaching the Fur language was established with permission from the government to develop

the Fur language. However, due to suspicion of anti-government agenda, the school has been shut down
twice. As of May 2012, its Fur languages activities were shut down until further notice (Abdalla Ismail
Sulemain, personal communication).
13

Personal visit to the Council for Development and Promotion of National Languages, February 2012
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noted positive attitudes towards Arabic and concluded that Arabic was gaining ground
even though Fur was still learned by all (Jernudd 1968, 175).
A few years later, Haaland also observed language shift towards Arabic and
predicted more to come, but not necessarily at the expense of the Fur language (1978,
195). This prediction was based on the ethnic revival that he observed taking place.
During the same time period, several surveys were conducted in Darfur towns among
primary and secondary school students. In 1965, Jernudd carried out a study in the South
Darfur town of Zalengei among primary school students (Idris 2008, 24). In 1969,
Thelwall conducted a survey among secondary school boys in El Fasher (Thelwall 1971),
and in 1972-73 Jernudd conducted a survey among secondary students in El Fasher and
Tina on behalf of the Language Survey of Sudan (Jernudd 1979). These studies reveal
that Arabic was learned early by roughly half of the Fur respondents, but that vernacular
use was still very high. However, the studies were admittedly not representative of the
entire population since they were limited to primary or secondary school students.
Later surveys included adults as well as children and not only confirmed a continued
shift towards Arabic, but also showed loss of Fur (Salih 1989, JahAllah 2001, Idris 2008).
Fatima Idris’ 2002 survey in Nyala clearly shows that the numbers among the younger
generation of Darfurians who acquire Arabic first are much higher than their older
counterparts and that Arabic is generally acquired before school (Idris 2008).
Two surveys encompassing Darfurian languages have also been conducted among
migrants in Khartoum (Miller and Abu-Manga 1992 and Mugaddam 2002). As we would
expect among migrants in urban settings, these studies also indicate a rapid shift towards
Arabic among the Fur.
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The most recent survey conducted in the Darfur region was in 2011-2012 by
Dhahawi Garri, himself a Darfurian, whose research covered ten languages of Darfur. His
results reveal a more positive outlook on the Fur language than the previous studies. This
could be due to effects of the conflict on language use and attitudes since Garri’s study is
the first after the conflict started. However, it could also be because Garri’s study
encompassed IDP’s, representing previously-overlooked rural populations. Lastly, it is
possible that greater ethnolinguistic awareness today could cause answers to be biased
towards the Fur language whereas they may have been previously biased towards Arabic.
These potential factors will be discussed in relation to the present research in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3
A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR PREDICTING
ETHNOLINGUISTIC VITALITY
Sociolinguistics is a field of linguistics which operates on the assumption that
language is not merely a cognitive exercise, but also a social process. It is primarily
concerned with language use within social contexts and differs from other linguistic
research in that it studies “socially meaningful units that co-occur with specific linguistic
forms, routines, or practices” (Meyerhoff 2012, 122-124). I explain below terminology
that is relevant to this research, followed by an explanation of the Ethnolinguistic Vitality
theory and how the vitality of a language can be predicted.

3.1 Definitions of Sociolinguistic Terminology
3.1.1 Language Choice
Speakers of any language make often-unconscious choices about when, where, and
how they will use certain varieties or registers of the language in their command.
Multilinguals possess the option of choosing between two or more languages. The study
of language choice and the reasons for it is a basic premise of sociolinguistic research.
Part of this research analyzes the Fur community’s choices of Fur or Arabic in different
situations with the aim of determining who chooses to use the Fur language most and
why.
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3.1.2 Language Shift and Maintenance
Language shift14 occurs when part or all of a language community partially or
completely replaces one language with another one. Language death occurs when the
shift has become complete across all generations and domains. Conversely, language
maintenance is some or all of the community’s decision to retain a language or to retain
its use in certain domains. Both are results of a community’s collective language choices
over the course of time. Language shift is measured by decline across the course of time
and/or by differences in language use between older and younger generations (Fasold
1984, 215).

3.1.3 Domains of Use
Multilingual speakers choose which language they will use based on where they are,
who they are talking to, and what they are talking about. These factors are what
sociolinguists refer to as domains of language use, and they are relevant to describing the
function of a language within society as well as to predicting its future vitality. Language
shift typically occurs by spreading from one domain to another, with the family domain
being usually the last to shift.
Joshua Fishman introduced the concept of domains as a way of examining language
choice in a way that relates to “sociocultural norms and expectations” and defined them
as “institutional contexts and their congruent behavioral co-occurrences [that] attempt to
summate the major clusters of interaction that occur in clusters of multilingual settings

14

Language shift should not be confused with language change, which refers to internal changes that

take place within a language. In reality, however, language change is often a precursor to language shift.
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and involving clusters of interlocutors” (1972, 441). In simpler language, domains are
social situations which tend to constrain behavior (Crystal 2008, 155).
Domains involve location, participants, and a speech topic (for example, family,
friendship, and work). They are more concerned with the speech situation than they are
with the location of the speech act. For example, asking someone what language they
speak at school does not sufficiently cover all possible domains (speech in the schoolyard
with friends may be very different from speech in the classroom with the teacher).
Methodology used to test domains depends on the problem to be addressed and the
society being studied since each sociolinguistic community has its own specific set of
domains. Therefore, societal norms must be understood before domains of use can be
used to examine patterns of language use. Sometimes, a speaker may make a language
choice because he wants to communicate a certain identity (Meshthrie, et al. 2009, 155,
156). In this case, he may even go against societal norms to do it. Therefore, it is
important to bring an understanding of relevant language issues and language attitudes to
an analysis of patterns of language use within domains.

3.1.4 Language Attitude
Language attitude studies explore one or a combination of 1) attitudes towards the
language itself, 2) attitudes towards speakers of the language, and 3) attitudes towards
language maintenance and development (Fasold 1987, 148). The present study explores
the first and third. Attitudes are difficult to measure, but are essential in sociolinguistic
research because attitude affects behavior. Since it is individual and collective attitudes
towards a language that eventually effects change in language use, Crystal (2000, 81)
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recognizes that “fostering positive language attitudes is … one of the most important
initiatives to be achieved in the task of language preservation.”

3.1.5 Ethnolinguistic Vitality Theory
The Ethnolinguistic Vitality (EV) theory was introduced by Giles, Bourhis, and
Taylor (1977) as a framework for assessing the relationship between language and
identity, language being one of the primary symbols of identity. They define EV as “that
which makes a group likely to behave as a distinctive and active collective entity in
intergroup situations" (1977, 308) and postulate that ethnolinguistic groups with low
vitality will not exist as separate ethnic entities for very long while those with high
vitality are more likely to maintain their ethnic identity. They consider the factors which
determine EV to be language status, the demography of the ethnic group (numbers and
distribution of its members), and institutional support (both government and local). They
recognized that these factors could be measured both objectively (actual statistics) and
subjectively (perceptions of the group itself). These subjective perceptions of the
ethnolinguistic group are likely more indicative of its future vitality than the objective
realities (Abrams 2009, 60).
Sociolinguists have criticized EV for being simplistic and one-sided since its
indicators are based on dominant group criteria without taking into account other factors.
As a result, new indicators and models for assessing ethnolinguistic vitality have evolved,
expanding upon the original theory’s three indicators (Landweer 2000, Lewis 2010,
Yagmur 2010, Yagmur and Ehala 2011, Ehala and Zabrodskaja 2011).
One such model is the scale Lewis and Simons (2010) developed to measure
ethnolinguistic vitality, based largely on Joshua Fishman’s (1991) Graded
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Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS). This scale is presented below, along with
Lewis and Simons’ estimate of how it corresponds with UNESCO’s measurements. For
those languages which do not have institutional support, which is the case with the Fur
language, Lewis’ model focuses on language use indicators (function, transmission, and
use) to measure ethnolinguistic vitality (see shaded section in Table 1 below).
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Table 1: Expanded GIDS adapted from Fishman 1991
LEVEL LABEL

DESCRIPTION

UNESCO

0

International

The language is used internationally for a broad
range of functions.

Safe

1

National

The language is used in education, work, mass
media, government at the nationwide level.

Safe

2

Regional

The language is used for local and regional mass
media and governmental services.

Safe

3

Trade

The language is used for local and regional work
by both insiders and outsiders.

Safe

4

Educational

Literacy in the language is being transmitted
through a system of public education.

Safe

5

Written

The language is used orally by all generations and
Safe
is effectively used in written form in parts of the
community.

6a

Vigorous

The language is used orally by all generations and
Safe
is being learned by children as their first language.

6b

The language is used orally by all generations but
Threatened only some of the child-bearing generation is
transmitting it to their children.

Vulnerable

7

Shifting

The child-bearing generation knows the language
well enough to use it among themselves but none
are transmitting it to their children

8a

Moribund

The only remaining active speakers of the language Severely
are members of the grandparent generation.
Endangered

8b

Nearly
Extinct

The only remaining speakers of the language are
members of the grandparent generation or older
who have little opportunity to use the language.

9

Dormant

The language serves as a reminder of heritage
identity for an ethnic community. No one has more Extinct
than symbolic proficiency.

10

Extinct

No one retains a sense of ethnic identity associated
Extinct
with the language, even for symbolic purposes.
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Definitely
Endangered

Critically
Endangered

However, assessing a language’s ethnolinguistic vitality based on institutional
support and language use alone also gives a one-sided picture because it does not take
into account language attitude. A language can be termed “vigorous” on the scale above,
but in actuality be in more danger than a language that is decidedly “shifting,” depending
on the attitudes of its speakers.
According to Karan, the best indicator of ethnolinguistic vitality is motivation
(similar to attitude) since it is motivations which influence language use (2011, 145). A
language may have low status, no government support, no material gain associated with
it, and a negative perception from outsiders. It may even have undergone substantial shift
in use. But if its speakers are motivated to maintain their language, this carries a weight
that has the potential strength to override the other factors.
For example, Fishman (1991), in his classic work on reversing language shift, cites
the Maori of New Zealand as a case of an ethnolinguistic group who had undergone rapid
and widespread language shift, but were beginning substantial revitalization efforts.
Fishman points to the Maori’s disillusionment with the mainstream’s failure to
incorporate them as equal members in society as one of the catalysts to the movement to
revitalize their language. This disillusionment (a negative attitude) turned into
community actions which, in Fishman’s opinion, provide a stronger basis for reverse
language shift than any legislative “Acts” (1991, 236). The Ministry of Maori
Development (Te Puni Kokiri 2007) issued a report on the situation of the Maori
language 15 years later that reveals a slow, but steady increase in proficiency levels,
language use, and positive attitudes towards the Maori language. The last chapter in
Maori revitalization efforts has yet to be written, but it is evident that it was attitudes that
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instigated it and it is “the attitudes which … Maori people … hold about the language
[which] are crucial to the success or otherwise of the measure being taken” (Harlow
2005, 135).
Karan (2011, 140-144) proposes a model based on the assumption that motivations
underlying language shift are based on the perceived benefit that a certain language
affords, such as economic advancement, better communication, and the desire to identify
with a majority group. Contexts involving interethnic conflict bring new factors into play
as perceptions of what is beneficial to the community change. Ethnic groups which
perceive the conflict as threatening their identity may begin using their language more as
a means of maintaining that identity. Karan’s model for forecasting EV accounts for the
effect of conflict on an ethnolinguistic group in a way which models that only recognize
dominant group criteria or language use do not.
Ehala and Zabrodskaja (2010) also recognize conflict as an element influencing a
group’s perception of its own vitality. They postulate that “perceived inter-ethnic
discordance” strengthens group solidarity and must not be overlooked when assessing a
group’s perceived vitality (122). Garri (forthcoming), based on personal experiences
during fieldwork in Darfur, observed that sometimes a minority language speaker would
assert his identity through using his language in an effort to resist assimilating to the
majority group.

3.2 Predicting Ethnolinguistic Vitality
Assessing the present vitality of an ethnolinguistic community is essential to
making predictions about its future vitality since the “perceptions of one generation will
influence the language behaviour of succeeding generations, which might lead either to
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maintenance or to shift” (Yagmur and Ehala 2010, 103). Predictions of future
ethnolinguistic vitality can be made by assessing a group’s present vitality and focusing
on the language use and attitudes of its primary agents of change, which are typically the
young, the educated, the urban dwellers, and women (Karan 2011).
Based on the above-argued importance of language motivation and due to the
attitude-affecting ethnic component of the conflict in Darfur, I rely heavily on motivation
as an indicator of future ethnolinguistic vitality.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND INSTRUMENTS

4.1 Research Design
All research is based on a theory of knowledge claims, namely the researcher’s
assumptions about how and what he will learn. This claim provides a framework for the
strategies chosen and the methods employed during the research. Creswell (2003)
proposes that knowledge claims (postpositivism, constructivism, advocacy/participatory,
and pragmatic), strategies of inquiry (experiments, surveys, ethnographies, etc), and
methods (instruments) influence the choice of approaching the research from a
qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods approach, which in turn informs the research
design as a whole.
The present research is based on a pragmatic theory of knowledge and uses a
quantitative research design which employs both quantitative and qualitative methods,
using the latter to confirm and further explain the former. In the process of designing the
research, I dialogued with Fatima Idris and Dhahawi Garri, sociolinguistic researchers
who had conducted surveys in Darfur. Their combined field experience, coupled with
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their different cultural perspectives (an “outsider” from Europe and an “insider” from
Darfur), helped me devise my research instruments.15

4.2 Research permission
The Linguistics Department of the University of Khartoum granted me a resident
student visa. A formal research permit was not required, but the head of the Linguistics
Department wrote a letter verifying my affiliation with the university and requesting that
my research be facilitated. I carried this letter on my person when conducting interviews,
but was never asked to show it.

4.3 Research ethics
The University of North Dakota’s Institutional Review Board approved16 my
research process and methodology to ensure that the research was in compliance with the
United States Code of Federal Regulations. The research involved minimal risk to
subjects, and those who participated were made aware that they were not obliged to
answer every question and could back out at any time. No information that could link a
subject to his questionnaire or interview recording was obligatory unless the subject
wanted to include this information. For these reasons as well as high illiteracy rates, I
thought it ethical and advisable to forego using informed consent forms and obtained a

15

Kathryn Davis (1995, 147) suggests that getting the perspective of both insiders and outsiders helps

guard against ethnic bias and promotes credibility.
16

I obtained approval from the Research Development and Compliance Division of Research. The

approval number for the research is: IRB 201204-380.
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waiver to this effect from the IRB. Trained assistants approached potential respondents,
explained to them the general topic of the questionnaire, informed them that any
information they shared would only be used for research purposes, and administered a
questionnaire to them if they were willing to participate.

4.4 Research Instruments
Two instruments were used in the research: a questionnaire and a semi-structured
interview. The qualitative semi-structured interviews were employed to explain and
confirm the results of the more quanitative questionnaire.

4.4.1 Questionnaire (See Appendix A)
I drew from previous sociolinguistic questionnaires used in Sudan in order to
develop a questionnaire adapted to the particular aims of my research (Jernudd 1979,
Idris 2008, Idris 2012). Linguists working both in and outside of Sudan reviewed the
questionnaire for clarity, bias, and validity. They confirmed that it adequately accounted
for the variables which would be encountered on the field and needed for proper analysis.
I translated the questionnaire into Arabic with the help of Dhahawi Garri. I tested the
questionnaire for clarity among several Fur individuals residing in Khartoum before it
was distributed in Darfur, carefully considering all suggestions and making changes
before distribution began.
The questionnaire included questions about each of the demographic variables (age,
gender, level of education, parents’ tribe, spouse’s tribe, place of origin, profession,
place of residence, time lived in town/IDP camp, and reason for migration/displacement)
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which could potentially influence the dependent variables (language acquisition, fluency,
transmission, use, and attitudes).
4.4.1.1 Demographic questions
The first nine questions address the demographic characteristics of the respondents.
Gender – In previous surveys in Sudan, women generally report themselves to be more
proficient and possess more positive attitudes towards Arabic than their male
counterparts (Jernudd 1979, Miller and Abu Manga 1992, Mugaddam 2002, Idris
2008, Garri, forthcoming). This variance in gender is likely due to women’s heavy
involvement in the social and economic life of their community (necessitating contact
with Arabic in urban settings), the value women place on communication in society
(e.g., with Arabic-speaking neighbors), and the concern and responsibility women
have to provide for the present and future needs of their children, which, in Sudan,
means ensuring they know Arabic.
Age - In a context where there is lack of intergenerational transmission, the younger
members of the community will tend to not speak their language or may know it only
passively. Since children and youth represent the future of the community, their
language attitudes and patterns of use are important to examine when predicting
future language vitality.
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Parents’ and spouse’s tribe – In Fur society, a person is considered to belong to his
father’s tribe, regardless of his mother’s tribal affiliation (Dhahawi Garri, personal
communication). The question about mother’s tribe was asked to determine whether
the respondent came from a non-homogenous home since I considered that having
one non-Fur parent would affect language acquisition, fluency, and use. The question
about spouse’s tribe was asked since I assumed that having a non-Fur spouse would
affect language use in the home domain.
Level of Education – Level of education was expected to play a definite role in language
fluency and use since education in Sudan is solely in Arabic. In addition, I considered
the possibility that the educated might be most likely to influence future language
attitudes and use in the community. Thus, isolating their responses was particularly
important for determining ethnolinguistic vitality.
Profession (or father’s profession) – A person’s profession is indicative of his social
status, which could potentially affect language use and attitudes. Responses were
divided into white collar and blue collar professions (See Appendix C).
Place of origin - It was expected that those who were originally from towns would be less
likely to speak Fur because of contact with Arabic and might have less positive
attitudes towards Fur since they were not as affected by the conflict.
Place of residence - This question was meant to distinguish between those living in towns
and those living in IDP camps. It would also reveal if a respondent had re-settled in a
rural village or was visiting the Darfur area from another location.
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Date of arrival in town or IDP camp - This question answers how long a respondent has
been living in a place of high contact with Arabic (town or IDP camps) or if he has
grown up in such a setting.
Reason for move to town or IDP camp – The purpose of this question was to understand
whether a person had been directly affected by the conflict. I assumed that all IDP
camp inhabitants had been affected by displacement, but that the inhabitants of the
towns would have a variety of reasons for a move. Knowing which respondents were
affected by displacement allowed me to isolate respondents who had been directly
affected from those who had not and analyze direct impact from the conflict as an
independent variable.
4.4.1.2 Language acquisition and use questions
The second section of the questionnaire included questions about language
acquisition, transmission, fluency, and use in different domains for both Fur and Arabic. I
included questions about when the languages were acquired in order to determine to what
extent Fur is still being learned in childhood and to what extent Arabic is acquired before
school. I included a question on language transmission primarily to explore who is
passing Fur along to the youngest generations. Questions about fluency examined
speakers’ perception of their own fluency in both Fur and Arabic. Questions about how
often Fur and Arabic are used in various contexts encompassed the domains of family,
work/education, public, and personal. I posed the questions about domains in such a way
that both the location and the participant would be obvious. The Fur people are sensitive
and do not typically speak Fur when other non-speakers are present (Dhahawi Garri,
personal communication), so it was important in questions about domains to include
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participants and not just location. For example, the questionnaire read, “How often do
you speak Fur with your Fur friends” rather than merely “with your friends,” thereby
describing a situation in which the respondent could choose to speak either Fur or Arabic.
Self-reported data on language fluency and use has a potential for bias since it
depends solely on an individual’s claim of his language ability. This claim (language
posture) may differ from the individual’s perception of his language use (language
image) which may, in turn, differ from his actual language use (Blair 1997). Participant
observation is the best research method to evaluate how close language posture is to
actual language use, but it was not an option available to me because of travel
restrictions. However, even potentially biased answers provide meaningful data because
they indicate how people want to use their language (language posture), revealing an
aspect of language attitude.
4.4.1.3 Language attitude questions
In the questionnaire section on language attitudes, I included both closed and openended questions. I meant these quesitons to elicit both quantitative and qualitative data to
use in predicting the future vitality of the language.
The question on which language(s) the respondent prefers to speak differs from the
previous questions on language use since a person may prefer to speak a language he
does not often use. 17 The question on which language(s) the respondent is most proud of
explores attitude on an even deeper level.

17

Garri’s research results (forthcoming) revealed that some who claimed not to speak their mother

tongue at all indicated that it was a language they were proud of.
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The question about which language a Fur mother should speak to her children asks
not about what is, but about what ought to be. It reveals something of the value
respondents attribute to their language.
The question about whether the respondent thinks his language is dying was meant to
provide data on perceived language vitality. The answer has less to do with the actual
vitality of a language (people often have no idea that their language is on the verge of
extinction) and more to do with an individual’s perception of its status and awareness of
the danger of language loss.
The question about whether a person has had a change in attitude towards Fur over
the past ten years was meant to explore whether attitudes are changing and, if so, whether
the trajectory is positive or negative. The period of “ten years” was chosen since it
effectively places a respondent back to a time before the conflict.
The concluding question on whether language preservation is important and what
can be done to preserve it explores the community’s attitude towards preservation of their
language and helps create awareness that the Fur language will not simply survive on its
own.

4.4.2 Semi-Structured Interviews (See Appendix B)
I conducted semi-structured interviews in Khartoum, Sudan,18 to confirm and explain
the responses on language attitude from the questionnaire. I assumed that language
attitudes in Khartoum would be similar to those found in Darfur because of tribal

18

Khartoum is the capital of Sudan and approximately 1,050 kilometers (650 miles) from the other

research sites in North and South Darfur.
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solidarity, because many Fur residents in Khartoum were displaced by the conflict, and
because of the ongoing connection of communication and/or travel between Darfur and
Khartoum. Interviewees were comprised of both “language experts” (teachers, educated,
those knowledgable about their language) and lay people (housewives, those with low
levels of education, etc.). They included both recent arrivals as well as those who grew up
in Khartoum.
The semi-structured interview employed broad-based and open-ended questions
about language acquisition and use, but primarily focused on language attitudes. I
allowed for two or more interviewees at a time to aid comfort level and had a Fur
assistant present at most of the interviews to help with translation and promote comfort
and trust. I gave interviewees the option of anonymity, but all of them wanted to have
their names recorded. I recorded the interview for the purpose of retrieving accurate
quotations later, but always made the recording optional based on the preference of the
interviewee.19

4.5 Selection of Subjects
I initially planned to select subjects to fill out the questionnaire based on a
representative sample of the Fur population in North and South Darfur. However, it was
not possible to obtain accurate and up-to-date number, gender, and age statistics of this
population. There have been no up-to-date statistics available on ethnic groups within the

19

I told all interviewees that the recording was for the sake of transcription only and assured them that

it would not be made available to anyone else but would be destroyed when the research was finished.
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Darfur region since the 1956 population census because all succeeding censuses left out
questions on tribal affiliation. The regional population statistics from the most recent
2008 Population Census (Population 2009) lists the population of North Darfur as
2,113,626 (51% male and 49% female) and the population of South Darfur as 4,093,594
(53% male and 47% female). For both states, the population is divided almost equally
between children under 16 and adults. However, the results of this census are highly
contested because they failed to cover a large portion of the Darfur population (Darfur
Relief 2010). 20 Therefore, I could not assume that these figures – generalized for all
ethnic groups and obtained without due representation – were accurate enough to provide
a dependable frame for the research. For this reason, I chose quota sampling, which is
explained in 4.6.1 below.

4.6 Target Population
I planned to include male and female respondents spanning a wide age range and
residing in towns or IDP camps (representing the rural population). Thus, the target
population was Fur adults and children (9+ years of age) residing in El Fasher, Nyala,
and IDP camps (Kalma and Otash near Nyala and Abu Shouk and El Salam near El
Fasher). I chose the towns because they are state capitals with Fur residents who have

20

Due to lack of security and participant refusal, many rural and IDP inhabitants were not included in

the 2008 census.
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been exposed to high language contact with Arabic. The trained assistants chose IDP
camps which contained clusters of Fur people.21
The target population for interviews was adults or secondary school-age children
from the Fur residing in Khartoum. Since the interviews involved questions and concepts
that I considered beyond the ability of younger children to comprehend well, I excluded
any children below secondary school age (approximately 14 years and below) from the
semi-structured interviews.

4.6.1 Sampling
Due to lack of accurate census data to provide a frame for the research, I chose to use
quota sampling. This method of sampling seeks to fill a “quota” by including respondents
who represent significant demographic variables rather than respondents who are
necessarily representative of the population as a whole. I considered the demographic
variables of male/female, child/adult, and town/rural origin to be the most significant for
the research aims and planned the sampling process accordingly.
For the semi-structured interviews, I interviewed 19 individuals (8 men and 11
women) between the ages of 16-52 in the greater Khartoum area (see Appendix F for list
of interviewees with their gender and age). The interviewees included four “experts” in
Fur (those having studied, learned to read and write it, or taught it) and 15 respondents
from the general public. I selected subjects from personal contacts as well as contacts
from others who introduced me to individuals and families. Some subjects had never

21

In Abu Shouk, the Fur people make up 70% of the 55,356 residents. Statistics on ethnicity were not

available for the other IDP camps.
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lived in Darfur, one had left as long ago as 1975, and one had come as recently as 2007.
Some spoke Fur fluently and some could not understand the language well at all. Some
were illiterate housewives and others were professionals.

4.7 Research Process
Since I could not travel to Darfur, two linguists (one in El Fasher and one in Nyala)
recruited and trained per my instructions four assistants from the Fur community to
distribute the questionnaires. I also personally trained one of the assistants by phone.
These male and female assistants from the Fur community went into neighborhoods,
universities, or IDP camps with known clusters of Fur people. There, they went to homes
or public gathering places, sometimes with a person from the community to introduce
them, and administered the questionnaire to willing participants from age 9 and upwards.
Each assistant was fluent in Fur and Arabic so that they could speak with respondents in
the language they were most comfortable in. Literate respondents filled out the
questionnaire themselves while assistants filled out the questionnaire for illiterate
respondents or those who preferred to have it filled out for them. The questionnaire was
written in simple Arabic to avoid misunderstanding. A few respondents preferred to fill
out an English questionnaire instead of an Arabic one. Questionnaires were collected
immediately upon completion. The assistants were instructed to distribute questionnaires
equally between towns and IDP camps and fill quotas with approximately half
male/female, children above 9 and adults of all ages in an effort to obtain an adequate
number of responses in each demographic category.
The Fur man who assisted me with the semi-structured interviews was fluent in
Arabic, English, and Fur. His presence not only brought assurance to interviewees, but
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also aided communication as he could pick up on misunderstandings and translate from
Fur into English or Arabic.

4.8 Research Dates
The four assistants collected data within the space of two weeks. They distributed
questionnaires in El Fasher and Nyala from April 12 to April 28, 2012. I conducted
interviews in Khartoum between the dates of April 12 and May 11, 2012.

4.9 Process of Analysis
I used the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) v. 16.0.0 software
program to analyze the quantitative data gleaned from the questionnaires. Within SPSS, I
used Bivariate Correlations (testing two variables with each other) to determine the
strength of relationship between each of the independent variables (age, gender, place of
origin, education, etc.). I used Multiple Regression analysis to test both the strength and
the significance of the relationship between questions on language use and attitudes
(dependent variables) and the independent variables. This regression effectively narrowed
down the multiple independent variables to only those which significantly influenced the
dependent variable in question. I evaluated the Bivariate Correlation and Multiple
Regression results for accuracy by testing for probability of error.
For the qualitative data gleaned from semi-structured interviews, I reviewed and
organized the respondents’ answers and used them to explain or expand on the language
attitude data obtained from the questionnaires. The analysis process will be described in
greater detail in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS OF THE DATA ANALYSIS
In this chapter, I describe the process of data entry and analysis and the results
obtained in answer to the following questions: Who are the respondents (demographic
characteristics)? What is the function of Fur in the Fur community (language use)? And
what are the attitudes of the Fur respondents (language attitude)?

5.1 Entering and Coding Data
After the questionnaires were distributed and returned, I entered the data into the
SPSS program in order to organize it and analyze the results. Before I could analyze data
in the SPSS program, I coded it in a numerical format which could be read electronically.
I assigned each multiple choice answer (such as “male” and “female”) a numeric value. I
grouped some answers into categories to which I then assigned numeric values (for
example, I grouped the six possible responses for level of education into three
categories). I categorized responses from open-ended questions (such as reason for
migration) and then assigned each category a numeric value. I assigned each category of
data in SPSS an appropriate nominal (non-ordered) or ordinal (ordered, but without
meaningful differences between values) measurement.
Statistical analysis must account for missing answers, which are nearly inevitable in
data collection. Some missing answers are due to a question being inapplicable (for
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example, “spouse’s tribe” for a child) while others are due to a respondent overlooking or
not wanting to answer a question. I coded this latter type of missing answer and recorded
the number of missing responses with each chart or table in the analysis.
In analysis, it is necessary to test the likelihood that the values obtained are not
obtained by random chance. Probability of error is measurable, and statisticians generally
consider values lower than 5% (the probability that results were obtained by random
chance is less than 5 in 100) to be statistically significant. I performed significance tests22
in each step of the analysis and only considered data to be significant if it had a
probability of error 5% or less (represented as p < 0.05).

5.2 Demographic Characteristics of Respondents
After coding and entering the data, I conducted frequency counts to ascertain the
demographic characteristics of the respondents. Next, I used Bivariate Correlation to
measure the relationship of each independent variable with each of the others. This
measurement showed which variables were related to others and how strongly. (See
Appendix D for Correlation Table.) For example, education level and age are related
variables that affect one another because children are not old enough to have attended
university and the older generation is generally less educated than the younger. I
considered a correlation between variables to be significant at 0.198 or higher, 1.0 being

22

I tested the significance of the relationship between variables with the Pearson Chi-square test or a

Fisher’s Exact test in instances where an expected count of less than five respondents in a cell made the
Pearson Chi-square test invalid.
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the highest possible correlation. In my data, correlations of 0.198 and higher all have a
very low probability of error (p < 0.003). The highest correlation in my data was 0.371.
The implications of not knowing which variables relate to each other are that
inaccurate conclusions might be drawn that a dependent variable (such as fluency in
Arabic) is affected by one variable (such as education) when it is actually affected by a
related variable (such as gender). To avoid this error, I did not include related variables in
my analyses unless they did not affect one another in relation to a particular dependent
variable. I chose one of a pair of related variables based which one most strongly affected
the dependent variable. I measured the strength and significance of each variable by
performing a Multiple Regression (explained in 5.3).
The primary demographic factors which I expected to affect language use and
attitudes were age, gender, and place of origin. The following chart shows a profile of the
respondents according to these three factors.
Table 2: Respondents according to Gender, Age, and Place of Origin
*30 missing responses
Children

young adults

older adults

Total

rural
origin

male

7

88

38

133

female

10

16

20

46

town
origin

male

9

15

11

35

female

12

13

17
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In the following sections, I present the demographic characteristics of the
respondents and discuss the implications that the demographic makeup of the sample may
have on the analysis.
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5.2.1 Respondents according to Current Residence
I planned to include both town and IDP residents in the research, based on the
assumption that these two locations would represent different demographics (education
levels, places of origin, time spent in high Arabic contact situations, and the extent of the
effects of conflict). However, the research actually included a greater number of IDP
residents than town residents.
This imbalance is caused by two factors. First, more questionnaires were filled out in
IDP camps than in towns (58% compared to 42%). Second, some respondents who my
assistants found in town actually lived in IDP camps. Due to these factors, the final
demographic of respondents’ current residence was weighted towards IDP camp residents
(63%).
On reviewing the questionnaires, I further discovered that not all respondents lived in
either towns or IDP camps. Some lived in rural areas or small towns23 and were
presumably visiting Nyala or El Fasher for the purpose of work or education. The
percentages of respondents living in IDP camps, rural areas, small towns, and large towns
can be seen in Figure 3 below.

23

Dhahawi Garri and Ibrahim Mohajer Abdlaal Adam helped me differentiate between small towns

and rural areas.
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Figure 3: Respondents according to Current Residence
To maintain an adequate number in each category from which to draw reasonable
conclusions, I considered town and small town residents as one group because their
contact with Arabic would be similarly higher than in a rural setting. I placed IDP camp
and rural residents in another group since people in rural settings usually have less
contact with Arabic and IDP camp residents often live within clusters of Fur where using
Arabic is not essential.

5.2.2 Respondents according to Place of Origin
Some respondents indicated their place of origin was the Darfur region or a state
within Darfur. Since this is not specific enough to indicate whether the respondent was
from a town or small village, these responses were coded as missing responses. For
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analysis, I categorized the multiple responses for places of origin into a two-way division
of rural and town as portrayed in Figure 4 below.24

Figure 4: Respondents according to Place of Origin

5.2.3 Respondents according to Gender and Place of Origin
Gender is a variable which I assumed would affect language use and attitudes. Male
respondents make up 66% of the sample while females make up 34%. This inequality
was due to an unequal distribution of the questionnaires and the relative ease of access to
men in the community compared to women. However, since the desired quotas were
filled and I analyzed each dependent variable separately for gender, the results show
accurate patterns despite the preponderance of male respondents.

24

The possibility of three divisions was considered: rural areas, small towns, and large towns (Nyala,

El Fasher, and Khartoum). However, due to a small number of respondents originating in towns (five), I
chose a two-way distinction between rural and town origin.
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The distribution of men and women respondents according to their place of origin can be
seen in
Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Respondents according to Gender and Place of Origin
As seen above, female respondents were equally divided between those of rural origin
and those of town origin, but 140 (80%) of male respondents were of rural origin. The
reason for this may be that men of rural origin were the most eager and/or available group
to participate in a language survey and women (particularly those of rural origin) were
less willing to interact with strangers. During the process of analysis, I dealt with the
imbalance of male rural respondents by always analyzing gender and place of origin
together. In instances where place of origin made a difference in the analysis of gender
responses, I included it in the findings.
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5.2.4 Respondents according to Age
I also expected age to have a significant impact on language use and attitudes. I
divided respondents into three age groups: children (9-17), young adults (18-34), and
older adults (35-80).25 I made the division between children and young adults based on
the typical age division between secondary school and university so that children (the
smallest number of respondents) would fall into one educational category. I made the
division between young adults and older adults based largely on the division that
maximized the difference in language use and attitudes between the two groups. The
distribution of age can be seen below with children making up 14% of the respondents,
young adults making up 52%, and older adults making up 34%.

25

Previous studies divided age groups differently from each other. Idris (2008) divided respondents by

age into four categories: 9-15, 16-20, 21-50, and 50+. Mugaddam (2002) and Garri (forthcoming) divided
respondents by age into four categories: 9-19, 20-39, and 40+.
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Figure 6: Respondents according to Age

5.2.5 Respondents according to Age and Gender
When we look at respondent age and gender together, we can see that the largest
single category represented is young adult males, who make up 40% of the whole (107
respondents).
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Figure 7: Respondents according to Age and Gender

5.2.6 Respondents according to Homogeneity of Parents
I assumed that homogeneity of parents would affect language acquisition and
fluency. Of the 237 respondents who listed both parents’ tribe, ten (4%) grew up in a
home with one non-Fur parent (five male and five female).

5.2.7 Respondents according to Homogeneity of Marriage
I expected that homogeneity of marriage would affect language fluency and use. Out
of the 112 respondents who indicated that they were married, nine (8%) were married to a
non-Fur spouse (four female and five male).

5.2.8 Respondents according to Education Level
I expected level of education to play a significant role in language acquisition,
use, and attitudes. The questionnaire asked respondents to record their level of education
based on the highest level in which they had completed one year. The questionnaire
offered six possible responses to level of education: none, khalwa (Quranic school), basic
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(eight years), medium26 (three years), secondary (three years), and university. For the
sake of analysis, I collapsed these six levels into three categories: “informal education”
for respondents who received none or only attended khalwa, “general education” for
respondents who entered basic, medium, or secondary school, and “higher education” for
respondents who entered university. I chose to combine basic, medium, and secondary
school into one category so as not to divide up children (my smallest group of
respondents) by education level and because the most substantial differences in language
attitudes and use were apparent between respondents who indicated general and higher
education levels. The distribution of age and gender can be seen in the table below.

Figure 8: Respondents according to Gender and Level of Education

26

Until 1990, schools in Sudan were structured according to a basic (six years), medium (three years),

and secondary (three years) system. Since then, schools are structured in a two-way system of basic (eight
years) and secondary (three years). Medium school was included in the questionnaire for the sake of the
adults who attended school under the old system.
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Overall, the research involved 59 respondents with no formal education, 122 respondents
with some amount of general education, and 105 respondents with some amount of
higher education (20%, 43%, and 37%, respectively). These percentages represent higher
levels of education than are typical of the Fur community. This is because 62 (22%) of
the questionnaires were distributed on two university campuses and because the sample
includes more men than women, who tend to be less educated than their male
counterparts. In general, the male Fur respondents show higher education levels than their
female counterparts. Figure 9 below shows respondents according to level of education
and age.

Figure 9: Respondents according to Level of Education and Age
Education levels according to age in the table above show that the young adult
respondents are more educated than the older adults and that all of the children have
received some amount of general education. This suggests that access to education has
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improved and/or that IDP residents now have access to education they did not have in
rural areas.
Out of the 17 older adult respondents who entered university, only one (6%) is a
woman. However, of the young adult respondents who entered university, 25 (32%) are
women. These percentages are probably not representative, but they do indicate that
women have greater access to education today than they did in the past.

5.2.9 Respondents according to Profession
I determined respondents’ social status by their profession (or father’s profession),
which I divided into white collar or blue collar. Of the respondents who answered the
question of profession, 65 (24%) answered “student.” Since this label does not indicate
social status, I excluded it. Of the remaining respondents, 87% were blue collar and 13%
white collar. Social status did not prove to be a significant factor for any dependent
variable in language use or attitudes.

5.2.10 Respondents according to Date of Migration
Many of the respondents, in towns as well as IDP camps, migrated or were
displaced. Only 13 (5%) of respondents had not moved due to conflict. Table 3 shows the
date of migration or displacement according to the respondents’ current place of
residence.
Table 3: Date of Migration
date of move to 1987-99
town/camp
2000-2006
2007-2012

town, small town

IDP camp

7

0

57

167

19

10
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The majority of those who migrated, for both town (69%) and IDP residents (94%), did
so between the years of 2000 to 2006.

5.2.11 Respondents according to Reason for Migration
Respondents listed several reasons for migration. War and displacement were the
primary reasons, followed by education, employment, living conditions, and marriage. I
subsumed war and displacement under the category of “conflict” and the remaining
reasons under “non-conflict.”

Figure 10: Respondents according to Reason for Migration and Displacement
It is not surprising that conflict was the primary reason given by IDP/rural residents, but
somewhat surprising for the town group. What this means is that, regardless of current
residence, 240 (89%) of the respondents were directly affected by the conflict in Darfur.

5.2.12 Respondents according to Location
Questionnaires were filled out in two regions: El Fasher, North Darfur with its
surrounding El Salaam and Abu Shouk IDP camps and Nyala, South Darfur with its
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surrounding Otash and Kalma IDP camps. I assumed that respondents in these two
regions would be similar in demographic makeup and language attitudes, fluency, and
use. However, in reality, they proved to be quite different across both genders as well as
age groups, education levels, and places of origin. Table 4 below shows a sample of these
differences by examining timing of Arabic acquisition among rural respondents from the
El Fasher and Nyala areas. Rural respondents represent the largest demographic category
and reflect the differences shown with the other variables mentioned above.
Table 4: Timing of Arabic Acquisition by Rural Origin Respondents in El Fasher and
Nyala
Timing of Arabic Acquisition
after move to
Total
before school after school town/camp
rural male
origin

Nyala
area

12

57

22

91

13%

63%

24%

100%

El Fasher 20
area
43%
female Nyala
Area

27

47

57%

100%

9

14

17

40

22.5%

35%

42.5%

100%

El Fasher 7
Area
100%

7
100%

In the column that shows how many respondents learned Arabic before school, a
comparison between the respondents reveals much lower early acquisition among the
Nyala area respondents compared with the El Fasher area respondents. Similar patterns
were found when comparing all age groups, education levels (with the exception of
university), and town origin respondents. This variance between regions was also seen
with Arabic fluency levels and Arabic use (Nyala area respondents responded
significantly lower than El Fasher area respondents) and Fur use (Nyala area respondents
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responded significantly higher than El Fasher area respondents). The variance was
nonexistent or insignificant with Fur fluency and early childhood acquisition of Fur.
There are several potential reasons for this variance between regions:
•

South Darfur is more conservative than North Darfur (Ibrahim Mohajer Abdlaal
Adam, personal communication) in regards to inter-marriage and contact with nonFur tribes. My data supports the claim that there are higher levels of inter-marriage
in North Darfur since eight out of ten (80%) of respondents with one non-Fur parent
and all nine of the respondents married to a non-Fur spouse were from North
Darfur. My data also points to higher contact with non-Fur tribes in North Darfur
since early childhood acquisition of Arabic was much more prevalent among the
North Darfur respondents compared to the South Darfur, as seen in Table 4 above.

•

Kalma IDP Camp in South Darfur has had a Fur language program that has helped
to change people’s minds about their language (Abdalla Ismail Sulemain, personal
communication). The majority (85 out of 93 = 91%) of respondents from IDP camps
in South Darfur reside in Kalma IDP Camp and may therefore have a greater
awareness of and motivation to use their language.
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•

My two-way division of small town and rural origin does not account for different
factors within those areas. For example, two villages classified as rural areas in my
data may actually differ greatly from one another in terms of percentage of Fur
population in the area and level of contact with non-Fur tribes. Some villages are
isolated and Fur-only. Others have mixed tribes and have more contact with Arabic
because they are in closer proximity to a larger town. It is possible that the
respondents in Nyala, South Darfur and the surrounding IDP camps were mostly
from origins that were more isolated and that is why their responses differ from
those in North Darfur.

5.2.13 Summary of Respondent Demographics
In summary, the respondents included in this research represent both genders and a
variety of age groups (males ages 18-35 being the largest group) residing in towns (33%)
and rural areas/IDP camps (67%). The respondents represent all levels of education, but
are weighted towards the more highly educated. They are from a predominately low
social status (87%). They come from both rural and town origins (69% and 31%,
respectively), but the majority (87%) have migrated to towns or been displaced since
2000, mostly due to conflict. Therefore, the demographic profile of respondents covers a
primarily migratory and displaced population heavily affected by conflict.

5.3 Analysis of the Data
The data I collected included many variables which could potentially influence
questions on language use and attitudes. In order to determine which of these variables
significantly influenced language use and attitudes, I used Multiple Regression, a
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statistical measurement which provides information about the strength and significance of
the relationship between the independent variables (such as age and gender) and each
dependent variable (such as language acquisition). Multiple Regression measures the
strength of the relationship between variables by way of the following two statistics:
1) The multiple correlation coefficient, notated as “R.” The larger the value of R
(positive or negative), the greater the indication of a strong relationship between
the dependent and independent variables. A strong relationship indicates that the
independent variables affect the dependent variable.
2) R-square, a statistic which shows how well the variables in the regression fit the
data. The higher the value of R-square, the greater percentage of data that is
explained by the model (for example, an R-square of 0.30 means that 30% of the
variation within the data is explained by the variables in the model).
Multiple Regression measures the significance of the relationship between variables
by way of a T-test. A T value of 1 or less is not considered statistically significant, nor is
it considered significant unless its probability of error value is p < 0.05.
In summary, Multiple Regression narrows down all possible independent variables to
only those which are statistically significant. After performing Multiple Regression
analyses for responses to language acquisition and fluency, I examined both areas in light
of the independent variables which were statistically significant. The analyses of
language acquisition and fluency in Arabic and the Fur language are presented below in
Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 along with the strength and significance measurements for each
Multiple Regression. (The full statistical output from each measurement is included in
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Appendix E.) Following the analysis of language acquisition and fluency is an analysis of
language use in different domains in Section 5.4.3.

5.4 Language Function
In order to predict the future vitality of a language, it is important to explore the
current function of the language in society. Function can be determined by questions such
as the following: Is the language is still being acquired as a first language? If so, who is
transmitting it? How well do people speak their language? How often do people use each
language in different domains? When responses to these questions are considered along
with influential demographic factors, implications for future language vitality can be
seen. For example, the factor of age is an indicator of language shift if the younger
respondents report a later acquisition of Fur than the older respondents.
Out of all the respondents, four claimed to know only Fur and did not use Arabic in
any domain. Five indicated some knowledge of Arabic, but claimed to not use it in any
domain. These monolingual or functionally monolingual respondents were all adult men
and women of rural origin who had received no formal education.
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5.4.1 Language Acquisition
Table 5 below shows the timing of acquisition across all respondents for Arabic and
Fur. It subsumes the answers “after school” and “after move” in one category to present a
simple, two-way division.27
Table 5: Timing of Language Acquisition: Arabic and Fur
*8 missing responses
Timing of Fur Acquisition
Timing of before school
Arabic
Acquisition after
school/move
Total

as a small child

after school/move Total

75
27%

26
9%

101
36%

171
62%

6
2%

177
64%

246
88.5%

32
11.5%

278
100%

This table reveals that 27% of respondents learned both Arabic and Fur as young
children, 62% learned Fur first and Arabic later, and 9% learned Arabic first and Fur
later. It is evident that Fur was learned in early childhood by the majority of respondents
(89%) while Arabic was less commonly learned early in life (36%). However, it is
necessary to look at each language separately to determine what variables influence
language acquisition in order to predict future language vitality.

27

Six of the respondents indicated that they learned both languages sometime after starting school.

These answers are probably either due to misunderstanding the question or to the respondents learning
another language as a first language.
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5.4.1.1 Fur language acquisition
Multiple Regression analysis shows that the variables which significantly influence
when Fur is acquired are age, gender, place of origin, and homogeneity of parents.
Table 6: Multiple Regression for Timing of Fur Acquisition
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error Beta

t

(Constant)

.524

.225

2.333 .021

Age

-.234

.048

-.293

-4.903 .000

Gender

.175

.070

.153

2.502 .013

Place of origin

.269

.072

.232

3.744 .000

Hom. of parents

.553

.151

.222

3.667 .000

R = .554

R-square = .307

Sig.

R-square (adj.) = .293

As expected, respondents with only one Fur parent do not acquire Fur in early
childhood as much as children who grew up with homogenous parents (30% compared
with 89%).
Table 7 below shows how place of origin and gender influence the timing of Fur
acquisition.
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Table 7: Timing of Fur Acquisition according to Gender and Place of Origin
*22 missing responses
Timing of Fur Acquisition

male

rural
town

female

rural
town

after starting
as a small child school

after move to
town/camp

Total

133

4

1

138

96%

3%

1%

100%

28

4

2

34

82%

12%

6%

100%

43

1

3

47

92%

2%

6%

100%

28

9

8

45

62%

20%

18%

100%

It can be seen in the table above that respondents from a rural place of origin learned Fur
in early childhood more than their counterparts in town. It can also be seen that almost all
males and females from a rural place of origin acquired Fur as small children, but that
males from a town origin learned Fur as small children substantially more than females of
town origin (82% versus 62%). Of the eight females from a town origin who reported
learning Fur after a move, three were nine year-olds who had been living in an IDP camp
for nine years. The fact that their entire lives had been lived in IDP camps and that they
evaluated themselves as speaking Fur “very well” probably means that they learned Fur
as a small child yet responded that they learned after a move because it was also a true
statement.
Table 8 below shows that Fur acquisition at an early age decreases among the
younger generations, with the biggest gap being between children and young adults.
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Table 8: Timing of Fur Acquisition according to Age
*21 missing responses
Timing of Fur Acquisition

children
young adults
older adults

as a small child

after starting
school

after move to
town/camp

Total

22

6

10

38

58%

16%

26%

100%

122

11

3

136

90%

8%

2%

100%

88

2

1

91

97%

2%

1%

100%

Only 58% of children acquired Fur in early childhood in comparison with 90% of young
adults and 97% of older adults. The large difference between children and young adult
acquisition is evidence of language shift. However, the difference is probably not as great
as it appears because some of the children who spent their entire lives in IDP camps
reported that they learned Fur after moving rather than as a small child.
5.4.1.2 Arabic language acquisition
The variables affecting Arabic acquisition are age and place of origin, which can be
seen in the Multiple Regression measurements in Table 9 below.
Table 9: Multiple Regression for Timing of Arabic Acquisition
Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

Beta

(Constant)

1.880

.192

Age categorized 2

.248

.062

Place of origin

-.476

.090

Model

R = .405

R-square = .164

R-square (adj.) = .157
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T

Sig.

9.770

.000

.233

4.013

.000

-.308

-5.302

.000

The table below shows a significant difference in timing of Arabic acquisition
between those who originated in rural areas and those who came from towns.
Table 10: Timing of Arabic Acquisition according to Place of Origin and Gender
*19 missing answers
Timing of Arabic Acquisition

male

rural
town

female

rural
town

before school

after school

after move to
town/camp

Total

32

84

22

138

23%

61%

16%

100%

18

17

1

36

50%

47%

3%

100%

16

14

17

47

34%

30%

36%

100%

34

7

5

46

74%

15%

11%

100%

Respondents who trace their origin to towns acquired Arabic early more than those who
trace their origin to rural areas (50%-74% versus 23%-34%, respectively). We can also
see in the table above that women acquire Arabic in early childhood to a greater extent
than men (34%-74% versus 23%-50%, respectively).
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Table 11 below shows how Arabic acquisition differs across age groups.
Table 11: Timing of Arabic Acquisition according to Age
*17 missing responses
Timing of Arabic Acquisition

children
young adults
older adults

before school

after school

after move to
town/camp

Total

23

12

1

36

64%

33%

3%

100%

40

87

11

138

29%

63%

8%

100%

34

25

34

93

37%

28%

37%

100%

There has been a definite rise in early Arabic acquisition among children in comparison
with both adult groups. However, contrary to the normal pattern of language shift across
age groups, the table above shows that young adult respondents acquired Arabic early to
a lesser extent than older adults (29% compared to 37%).
This unusual trend is seen to occur only among males as Table 12 shows.
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Table 12: Timing of Arabic Acquisition according to Age and Gender
*20 missing responses
Timing of Arabic Acquisition

male

children
young
adults

before
school

after
school

after move to
town/camp Total

8

5

1

14

57%

36%

7%

100%

21

78

8

107

20%

73%

7%

100%

18

14

54

41%

33%

26%

100%

15

7

0

22

68%

32%

0%

100%

19

8

3

30

63%

27%

10%

100%

7

20

39

18%

51%

100%

older adults 22
female children
young
adults

older adults 12
31%

Females follow the expected language shift pattern of early Arabic acquisition being most
prevalent among children, then younger adults, then older adults. It is only the young
adult men respondents who learned Arabic in childhood to a lesser extent than older
adults (20% compared with 41% adult males and 31% adult females).
5.4.1.3 Fur language transmission
All of the respondents indicated that they knew greetings in Fur and most (94%)
claimed to know songs, stories, and names of towns/areas in Fur. Of the seventeen (6%)
who did not claim knowledge of all of these, seven claimed to have learned Fur as a
young child and to speak it well. Their reported lack of knowledge was probably due
either to misunderstanding the question or not knowing place names in Fur because they
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had grown up in an IDP camp. The remaining ten (4%) constitute such a small percentage
of the population that strong conclusions cannot be drawn about the demographic factors
that influence lack of transmission. However, it is noteworthy that all but one of these ten
respondents were under 26 years old, two came from non-homogenous homes, seven
were female, and eight traced their origin to towns because these demographic factors
were the ones found to affect Fur language acquisition.
Out of the 97% of respondents who indicated how they had learned greetings, songs,
stories, and place names in Fur, 251 (91%) indicated that they learned Fur from an
immediate family member, 17 (6%) from the community around them, 6 (2%) from a
grandparent and 1 (0.4%) from university friends.
5.4.1.4 Language acquisition summary
In summary, the responses indicate a shift from Fur to Arabic as a first language of
acquisition since only a little over half of the youngest respondents learned Fur in early
childhood compared with much higher percentages of adults. Fur is still being transmitted
largely by immediate family members and community. Early Fur acquisition is much
more common in rural areas than in towns, while the converse is true with Arabic
acquisition. Early Fur acquisition is more prevalent among the older adults than the
younger adults and more prevalent among the younger adults than the children. Early
Arabic acquisition is more prevalent among the children than the adults, but younger
adult males learn Arabic early to a lesser extent than older adult males.
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5.4.2 Language Fluency
Language fluency deals with the question of how well a respondent speaks Fur or
Arabic. The questionnaire asked respondents to rate their fluency based on a scale of “a
little,” “fair,” and “very well.” Table 13 shows fluency levels in Arabic and Fur together.
Table 13: Fluency Levels in Fur and Arabic
* 6 missing responses
Fluency in Fur
very well

fair

a little

Total

88
31%

9
3%

4
2%

101
36%

fair

105
38%

2
1%

1
0.4%

108
39%

a little

66
24%

1
0.4%

4
1%

71
25%

Total

259
93%

12
4%

9
3%

280
100%

Fluency in very
Arabic
well

Eight respondents (3%) did not rate themselves as speaking either language “very well,”
perhaps misunderstanding the question or truly feeling that their language abilities are
low compared with other speakers. Of the other respondents, 93% rate themselves as
fluent in Fur and 36% as fluent in Arabic, with 31% claiming fluency in both
languages.28 By considering those who claim to speak Fur “very well” and Arabic “a
little,” we see that 24% of the respondents claim to be fluent in Fur and not in Arabic.

28

In Garri’s (forthcoming) study, 72% of his respondents evaluated themselves as having a “good
command” of Fur, 15% as knowing the language “somehow,” and 13% as knowing it passively or not at
all. The lower fluency levels in Garri’s study compared to mine are probably due to a difference in
respondent’s place of origin and a difference in the age of his respondents compared with the age of mine.
Of the respondents in Garri’s study, 39% were children (who show the lowest levels of fluency in my
study) while only 14% of mine are children.
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Conversely, we can also see that 2% of the population claims to be fluent in Arabic and
not in Fur. The fluency levels in both languages correspond closely with the percentages
of childhood Fur and Arabic acquisition in Table 5. The 88.5% of respondents who
learned Fur as a small child correspond with the 93% who evaluate themselves to be
fluent in Fur, and the 36% who learned Arabic as a small child correspond with the 36%
who report themselves to be fluent in Arabic. It is interesting to note that the percentage
of respondents who report high fluency levels in Arabic is no higher than the percentage
of those who report an early acquisition of Arabic. I expected the percentage of those
with Arabic fluency to be higher, assuming that people tend to become more fluent in
Arabic as they grow older since Arabic is the language of education, communication, and
commerce. This may indicate that despite the prevalence of Arabic in society and
education, many of the Fur people do not learn the Arabic language well. Or it may
reveal that the Fur people rate their fluency levels in Arabic according to the standard
Sudanese Arabic spoken across the country rather than the local Darfurian dialect. Lastly,
it may indicate a shift in attitude towards the Arabic language that causes people to rate
themselves at lower fluency levels than they are in reality.
In order to make predictions about future ethnic vitality, it is important to look at Fur
and Arabic separately and determine what factors influence fluency in both.
5.4.2.1 Fluency in Fur
The factors influencing fluency in Fur are gender and homogeneity of parents. The
regression results for these variables can be seen in Table 14.
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Table 14: Multiple Regression for Fur Fluency
Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

Beta

(Constant)

.493

.166

Homogeneity of parents

.485

.126

Place of residence29

-.133

Gender

.251

Model

R = .400

R-square = .160

T

Sig.

2.962

.003

.234

3.853

.000

.053

-.151

-2.490

.014

.054

.280

4.624

.000

R-square (adj.) = .149

Not surprisingly, respondents who grew up in homogeneous homes rate themselves to be
more fluent than those who grew up in homes with only one Fur parent (94% compared
to 60%).
Table 15 below shows how the variable of gender affects reported fluency levels.
Table 15: Fluency in Fur according to Gender
*3 missing responses
Fluency in Fur
male
female

very well

Fair

a little

Total

181

3

1

185

98%

2%

0.5%

100%

81

9

8

98

83%

9%

8%

100%

This table indicates that men evaluate themselves to be more fluent in Fur than women.
This correlates with the fact that male respondents learned Fur in childhood more than
female respondents. (See Table 7.)

29

Place of residence was not found to be statistically significant.
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5.4.2.2 Fluency in Arabic
The variables that influence fluency in Arabic are level of education, place of
residence, and homogeneity of spouse. The Multiple Regression measurements for these
variables can be seen in Table 16 below.
Table 16: Multiple Regression for Fluency in Arabic
Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

Beta

(Constant)

3.296

.308

Homogeneity of spouse

-.912

.238

Education level

-.224

.081

Model

R = .417

R-square = .174

t

Sig.

10.713

.000

-.334

-3.833

.000

-.240

-2.756

.007

R-square (adj.) = .159

Respondents who are married to a non-Fur spouse report decidedly higher levels of
Arabic fluency than those married to a Fur spouse (100% compared with 30%).
Table 17 below shows how the variables of gender and place of origin affect fluency
levels in Arabic.
Table 17: Fluency in Arabic according to Gender and Place of Origin
*19 missing responses
Fluency in Arabic
male

rural
town

female

rural
town

very well

fair

a little

Total

38

65

34

137

28%

47%

25%

100%

21

8

7

36

58%

22%

20%

100%

7

21

19

47

15%

45%

40%

100%

31

9

7

47

66%

19%

15%

100%
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As shown above, those originating in towns rate themselves as more fluent in Arabic than
those originating in rural areas (58%-66% vs. 15%-28% rated as “very well”). It is also
apparent that among those of rural origin, men rate themselves as more fluent in Arabic
than women (28% vs. 15% rated as “very well”). This is probably due to the fact that
men in rural areas have more access to Arabic-speaking settings than women because of
their greater mobility. The converse is true of those originating from towns, where the
female respondents rate themselves more fluent in Arabic than the male respondents
(66% compared with 58%).
Since the medium of instruction used in all schools is Arabic, it is not surprising to
find that fluency levels in Arabic rise with the level of education as shown in Table 18.
Table 18: Fluency in Arabic according to Level of Education
*4 missing responses
Fluency in Arabic

informal education

general education
higher education

very well

fair

a little

Total

14

19

26

59

24%

32%

44%

100%

46

47

28

121

38%

39%

23%

100%

42

43

17

102

41%

42%

17%

100%

Table 19 below shows fluency in Arabic according to the age and gender of the
respondents.
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Table 19: Fluency in Arabic according to Gender and Age
*21 missing answers
Fluency in Arabic
male

children
young adults
older adults

female

children
young adults
older adults

very well

fair

a little

Total

10

2

4

16

62.5%

12.5%

25%

100%

25

55

24

104

24%

53%

23%

100%

22

19

12

53

41%

36%

23%

100%

13

4

5

22

59%

18%

23%

100%

10

12

9

31

32%

38%

28%

100%

12

13

14

39

31%

33%

36%

100%

Just as young adult males rather surprisingly claimed later Arabic acquisition than older
adults, young adult males claim lower fluency levels in Arabic than their older
counterparts (24% compared with 41%). Young adult female respondents claim similar
fluency levels to older adult females (32% compared with 31%).
Table 20 below shows the reported fluency levels of those who have entered
university and provides information from which we can postulate a potential reason for
the unexpected trend of low rated fluency levels among young adults.
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Table 20: Fluency in Arabic among University Attendees according to Age and Gender
Fluency in Arabic
university
attendees

very well

fair

a little

Total

young adult
females

8

7

4

19

42%

37%

21%

100%

young adult
males

16

30

11

57

28%

53%

19%

100%

older adults
males

11

4

0

15

73%

27%

0%

100%

By the time a Fur person gets to university, he or she has had eleven years of primary and
secondary schooling in Arabic, so high reported levels of Arabic are to be expected.
However, only 42% of young adult females and 28% of young adult males who have
entered university rate themselves as speaking Arabic very well in comparison with 79%
of older adults. The fact that the young adults rate themselves so unexpectedly low is
perhaps due to negative attitudes towards Arabic that result in biased answers. It may be
that among the older adults, Arabic is still considered a prestigious language with
accompanying benefits while the younger adults, disillusioned because of Arabicization’s
inability to integrate them into mainstream society, no longer consider it such. This could
result in somewhat exaggerated answers from both respondents which result in a large
gap between reported fluency levels.
Another possibility is that younger and older adults are comparing their Arabic
fluency to different dialects of Arabic. For example, the older adults may be comparing
their Arabic to Darfurian Arabic and, because Arabic has a long-respected history in
Sudan, rate themselves high. The younger adults, on the other hand, may be comparing
themselves to Sudanese Arabic encountered in towns and through media and therefore,
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rate themselves lower. However, this hypothesis is not backed up with evidence from the
research or personal knowledge of the Fur language situation. It does not explain why
older generation university attendees, who would have been exposed to Sudanese Arabic
through higher education, rate themselves as so much more fluent than the young adults.
Therefore, I contend that the low ratings in Arabic fluency among the young adults are
most likely due to a change in attitude, as mentioned above. This is supported by the
following sections on language use and attitudes.
5.4.2.3 Language fluency summary
In summary, Fur men evaluate themselves to be more fluent speakers of Fur than
women. Those coming from rural areas are not as fluent in Arabic as their counterparts
from town. Education in Arabic affects fluency levels so that the higher one’s education,
the more fluent he is likely to be. In general, the younger generation among the
respondents is more fluent in Arabic than the older with the exception of young adults,
who rate themselves lower in Arabic fluency than older adults.

5.4.3 Language Use in Domains
Respondents indicated how often they use Fur and Arabic in different domains by
choosing one of three options: always/often, sometimes, or not often/not at all. The
figures and tables in the sections below show the percentage of respondents who speak
Fur and Arabic according to how frequently they use each language in each domain.
5.4.3.1 Family domain
Figure 11 below shows responses to how much Fur and Arabic are used with
children in the home.
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Figure 11: Language Use at Home with Children
We see in the figure above that in the home most parent30 respondents speak Fur to their
children more than Arabic. We can see how much each language is used in the home by
looking at “always/often” and “sometimes” responses together. Fur is spoken in the home
with children by 90% of the respondents (147+44/213), and Arabic is spoken by 55%
(49+67/211).
Table 21 below shows the distribution of Fur spoken with children in the home
according to the variables of gender, age, and origin.

30

Some unmarried respondents answered this question, perhaps assuming it referred to the language

they speak to younger siblings or relatives in the home. Technically then, this question covers adult to child
rather than parent to child communication in the home.
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Table 21: Fur spoken with children in the home according to Gender, Age, and Origin

rural

town

always/often

sometimes

not often/at all Total

young
adults

50
85%

8
14%

1
2%

59
100%

older
adults

27
73%

4
11%

6
16%

37
100%

female young
adults

9
69%

4
31%

older
adults

16
89%

1
5.5%

1
5.5%

18
100%

young
adults

8
80%

1
10%

1
10%

10
100%

older
adults

7
64%

4
36%

female young
adults

3
23%

5
38.5%

5
38.5

13
100%

older
adults

6
35%

9
53%

2
12%

17
100%

male

male

13
100%

11
100%

Of those respondents who speak Fur often with their children at home, older adult
women of rural origin ranked the highest (89%), followed by young adult men (85% of
those from rural areas and 80% of those from towns). Those who speak Fur least often
with children in the home are young and older adult women of town origin.
Figure 12 below shows responses to Fur and Arabic use with a spouse in the home.
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Figure 12: Language Use at Home with Spouse
The figure above shows that of the married respondents, the majority speak Fur
always/often at home with their spouse. Fur is spoken with spouses in the home by 92%
(149+25/189) of the respondents, and Arabic is spoken by 52% (31+67/189). Of the
respondents who always/often speak Arabic at home, 6 (19%) are married to a non-Fur
spouse.
Table 22 below shows the distribution of Fur spoken with the respondents’ spouses
in the home according to gender, age, and origin.
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Table 22: Fur spoken with spouse in the home according to Gender, Age, and Origin

rural

town

always/often

sometimes

not often/at all Total

young
adults

44
81%

9
17%

1
2%

54
100%

older
adults

30
81%

4
11%

3
8%

37
100%

female young
adults

9
75%

3
25%

older
adults

15
88%

young
adults

3
75%

1
25%

100%

older
adults

7
64%

4
36%

11
100%

female young
adults

7
70%

1
10%

2
20%

10
100%

12
70.5%

2
12%

3
17.5%

17
100%

male

male

older
adults

12
100%
2
12%

17
100%

The table above shows that young adults and older adults speak Fur always/often in the
home with their spouse with similar levels of frequency. Older adult rural females show
the greatest use of Fur, with 88% using it always/often with their spouse. However, it is
interesting to note that despite the fact that older adults report having learned Fur in
childhood more than young adults (see Table 8), young adults (especially males of rural
origin and females of town origin) rate themselves as using Fur in the home with their
spouse almost as frequently as their older adult counterparts.
Table 23 below shows the use of Arabic with one’s spouse in the home according to
gender, age, and place of origin.
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Table 23: Arabic spoken with spouse in the home according to Gender, Age, and Origin

rural

male

always/often

sometimes

not often/at all Total

young
adults

7
13%

21
39%

26
48%

54
100%

older
adults

5
14%

9
25%

22
61%

36
100%

1
8%

5
38%

7
54%

13
100%

16
89%

18
100%

4
80%

1
20%

5
100%

4
40%

5
50%

1
10%

10
100%

1
9%

6
55%

4
36%

11
100%

4
24%

8
47%

5
29%

17
100%

female young
adults
older
adults
town

male

2
11%

young
adults
older
adults

female young
adults
older
adults

The table above shows that young adult respondents, male or female and from rural or
town origin, do not claim to speak Arabic “always/often” with their spouse in the home
as much as the older adult respondents. However, the percentage of young adults who
speak Arabic “sometimes” with their spouse in the home is higher than the older adults,
and more older adults claim to not speak Arabic often or at all with their spouse in the
home compared with younger adults. This suggests that young adults are deliberately
trying to use more than just Arabic at home.
Figure 13 below shows responses to Fur and Arabic use with older relatives.
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Figure 13: Language Use with Older Relatives
Most of the respondents speak Fur always/often with their older relatives. Fur is
spoken with older relatives by 95% of the respondents (225+42/282) and Arabic by 47%
(46+84/275).Figure 14 below shows responses to Fur and Arabic use with younger
relatives.

Figure 14: Language Use with Younger Relatives
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Most of the respondents speak Fur always/often with their younger relatives. Fur is
spoken with younger relatives by 88% of the respondents (190+56/279) and Arabic by
48% (63+68/141).
Table 24 below shows the use of Fur with younger relatives according to gender,
age, and place of origin.
Table 24: Fur spoken with younger relatives according to Gender, Age, and Origin
always/often
rural

town

male

children 6
86%

sometimes

not often/at all Total

1
14%

7
100%

young
adults

71
83.5%

11
13%

3
3.5%

85
100%

older
adults

27
71%

7
18%

4
11%

38
100%

female children 8
80%

1
10%

1
10%

10
100%

young
adults

12
75%

3
19%

1
6%

16
100%

older
adults

18
90%

2
10%

20
100%

male

children 1
11%

5
56%

3
33%

9
100%

young
adults

13
87%

1
6.5%

1
6.5%

100%

older
adults

6
55%

4
36%

1
9%

11
100%

6
50%

5
42%

12
100%

female children 1
8%
young
adults

3
25%

4
33%

5
42%

12
100%

older
adults

4
24%

8
47%

5
29%

17
100%
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Of those who speak Fur most often with their younger relatives, the highest rates are 90%
of older adult women of rural origin followed by 87% of young adult men of town origin.
Young adult men from both town and rural origins speak Fur with their younger relatives
more frequently than their older counterparts. The children and women of town origin
speak Fur to a substantially lesser degree than any other group of respondents, indicating
that there is shift to Arabic in the towns.
5.4.3.2 School and work domain
Figure 15 shows responses to Fur and Arabic use at work or school with an employer
or teacher.

Figure 15: Language Use at School/Work with Teacher/Employer
At school with a teacher or at work with an employer, most respondents speak Arabic
most often. Fur is spoken in this context by 53% (51+92/269) and Arabic by 72%
(123+71/269).
Figure 16 below shows Fur and Arabic use at work or school with colleagues or
classmates.
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Figure 16: Language Use at School/Work with Colleagues
At school or work with colleagues or classmates, most of the respondents speak Arabic
always/often. Fur is spoken in this context by 71% of the respondents (58+128/263), and
Arabic is spoken by 77% (110+98/270). The category of using the language “sometimes”
was higher in this domain than any other, indicating that respondents tend to frequently
use both languages in this domain, no doubt depending on the particular context or
person they are talking to.
5.4.3.3 Public domains
In my study, I considered public domains to be Fur occasions (weddings, babynamings, etc.), meetings, and conversations with Fur friends. Respondents did not seem
to understand the domain of “meetings” as seen by their inconsistent answers, so I left it
out of the final analysis.
Figure 17 below shows Fur and Arabic use at Fur occasions.
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Figure 17: Language Use at Fur Occasions
At Fur occasions, most of the respondents speak Fur most of the time. Fur is spoken at
Fur occasions by 92% of respondents (219+40/281) and Arabic by 44% (64+58/276).
Table 25 below shows the use of Fur at Fur occasions according to gender, age, and
place of origin.
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Table 25: Fur spoken at Fur occasions according to Gender, Age, and Origin
always/often
rural

town

male

children 6
86%

sometimes

not often/at all Total

1
14%

7
100%

young
adults

78
90%

5
6%

older
adults

33
87%

5
13%

38
100%

female children 6
67%

3
33%

9
100%

male

young
adults

14
88%

1
6%

older
adults

19
95%

1
5%

children 1
11%

5
56%

4
4%

1
6%

87
100%

16
100%
20
100%

3
33%

9
100%

1
7%

15
100%

young
adults

14
93%

older
adults

4
36%

6
55%

1
9%

11
100%

female children 3
25%

5
42%

4
33%

12
100%

young
adults

7
54%

1
8%

5
38%

13
100%

older
adults

12
71%

4
23%

1
6%

17
100%

Older women respondents from rural areas show the highest percentage of Fur use at Fur
occasions (95%). They are followed closely by young adult males from both town and
rural areas (90% and 93%, respectively). As seen with those speaking Fur always/often
with younger relatives (see Table 24), young adult males speak Fur always/often more
than older adult males. The difference is slight among those from rural areas, but
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surprisingly great among those of town origin (93% compared with 36%). Also similar is
the fact that children of town origin use Fur at Fur occasions the least of all the groups,
followed by young adult women of town origin (54%).
Figure 18 below shows Fur and Arabic use with Fur friends.

Figure 18: Language Use with Fur Friends
The majority of respondents speak in the Fur language most often with their Fur friends.
Fur is spoken with Fur friends by 95% of respondents (230+38/282) and Arabic by 46%
(62+65/148).
5.4.3.4 Personal domains
In this study, I considered personal domains to be singing, thinking, and dreaming,
all activities which can be or are usually done alone. The default language a person
reverts to when he does not have to account for another speaker’s language fluency or
preference is indicative of which language he is most comfortable in.
Figure 19 below shows which language respondents most use when singing.
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Figure 19: Language Use when Singing
The majority of respondents sing in the Fur language. Fur is a language used for
singing by 91% of respondents (189+64/277) and Arabic by 47% (45+84/276). Figure 20
shows which language respondents most often think to themselves in.

Figure 20: Language Use when Thinking to Oneself
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Most of the respondents think to themselves in the Fur language. Fur is used as a
language to think to oneself in by 87% of respondents (197+44/278) and Arabic by 46%
(54+70/267).
Figure 21 shows which language respondents usually dream in. Since dreaming is an
unconscious and uncontrolled activity, the results of this particular domain are telling
when it comes to the language respondents are most comfortable in.

Figure 21: Language Use when Dreaming
The Fur language is one dreamed in by 86% of respondents (165+71/275) and the Arabic
language by 49% of respondents(41+87/263). The numbers of those who dream
always/often in Fur (165) are slightly lower than singing (189) or thinking to oneself
(197). This, in addition to the fact that all three personal domains show lower Fur use
than the public domains of Fur occasions and friends (165-197 compared with 219-230),
suggests that some Fur are deliberately using the Fur language in public even when it is
not the language they default to when singing, thinking, or dreaming.
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5.4.3.5 Summary of language use in domains
The Fur language is the language of choice for the majority of respondents in every
domain except for work/school. The Fur language functions most strongly in the domains
of friends, older relatives, and spouse. The trend of younger adults speaking Fur more
than older adults can be seen in the domains of family (spouse and younger relatives),
public (occasions), and personal (singing).

5.5 Language Attitude – Quantitative Data
In order to predict the future vitality of a language, understanding the attitude of the
community toward its own language is crucial. In this research, language attitudes are
measured through questions regarding which language(s) respondents most like to speak,
which language(s) they take pride in, which language(s) they believe a mother should
speak to her children, and whether or not they think their language is dying. Exploring
what factors (variables) have contributed to change in attitudes and how the community
thinks their language can be preserved also contribute to forecasting the vitality of a
language in the future.

5.5.1 Language of Preference
Respondents were asked which language(s) they most preferred to speak and why.
While they could list up to two languages, only the first choice is analyzed here. They
were also asked to give the reason for their choice. Dozens of reasons were given, which
I grouped into the following eight categories:
1) Origin (family’s language, original language;)
2) Culture (tribe’s language, part of identity, culture, heritage)
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3) Education (education, language of science and knowledge)
4) Communication (community’s language, communication)
5) Status (country’s language, official language, international language)
6) Religion (language of the Quran, Islam)
7) Proficiency (easy, clear, language best known, only language known)
8) Sentiment (pride, love for it, language that taught love for all people)
Table 26 below shows respondents’ first language of preference and their reason for
it.31 The shaded cells highlight the main reasons given.

31

Two young adult males preferred English and one young adult female preferred Zaghawa, but these

are not shown in Table 26 because their numbers are so small.
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Table 26: Language of Preference
Language of Preference
Reason for Preference

Origin

Fur

Arabic

161

3

70%

8%

44

Culture

19%
proficiency

2

4

1%

10%
4

Religion

10%
8

education

21%
Status
communication

1

4

0.4%

10%

21

16

9%

41%

1

sentiment

0.4%
miscellaneous

1
0.4%

Total

231

39

100%

100%

Of the 270 responses to language of preference, 231 (86%) prefer to speak Fur and 39
(14%) prefer to speak Arabic. Those who prefer to speak Fur do so because it is their
language of origin (70%), a part of their culture (19%), or for communication (9%).
Those who prefer to speak Arabic do so for communication (41%) or education (21%).
Others (10% each) prefer to speak Arabic because they are proficient in it, because it is
the language of religion, and because of its status.
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Table 27 below shows language preference according to the age and gender of
respondents with the highest preference levels in the shaded cells.
Table 27: Language of Preference according to Gender and Age
Language of Preference
male

children

Fur

Arabic

Total

9

4

13

69%

31%

100%

5

103

95%

5%

100%

47

6

53

89%

11%

100%

12

9

21

57%

43%

100%

8

29

72%

28%

100%

35

3

38

92%

8%

100%

young adults 98
older adults
female

children

young adults 21
older adults

The group of respondents who most prefer to speak Fur is young adult men (95%),
followed by older adult women (92%). The group who most prefers to speak Arabic is
female children (43%).

5.5.2 Language of Pride
The questionnaire also asked respondents which language(s) they were most proud
of and their reason for pride in them. The reasons for pride in language fell into the same
categories as those for language preference. Table 28 below shows their responses with
the shaded sections highlighting the primary reasons given.
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Table 28: What language(s) are you most proud of?
*11 missing responses
Language of Pride
Reason for Pride

Origin
Culture
Proficiency

Fur

Arabic

133

2

58%

6%

54

1

23%

3%

English

3

2

1%

18%
9

Religion

27%
10

Education

31%
Status

3

2

9

1%

6%

82%

16

sentiment

7%
communication
Total

22

9

10%

27%

231

33

11

100%

100%

100%

Similar to what we found for language preference, 231(83%) of the 264 respondents were
most proud of Fur, 33(12%) were most proud of Arabic, and 11(5%) were most proud of
English. Similar to the reasons for language preference, 58% of those most proud of Fur
were proud because it is their language of origin, 23% because it represents part of their
culture, and 10% for communicative purposes. Of those who were most proud of Arabic,
31% listed education, 27% religion, and 27% communication as their reasons. The few
who preferred English mostly did so because of its status.
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Table 29 below shows language of pride according to the gender and age of the
respondents with the highest levels of pride highlighted in the shaded cells.
Table 29: Language of Pride according to Gender and Age
*36 missing responses
Language of Pride
male

children
young adults
older adults

female children
young adults
older adults

English

Total

Fur

Arabic

13

2

15

87%

13%

100%

95

3

8

106

89%

3%

8%

100%

46

5

1

52

88%

10%

2%

100%

10

11

21

48%

52%

100%

22

4

3

29

76%

14%

10%

100%

34
87%

5
13%

39
100%

Males of all age groups as well as older adult women all indicate high pride in Fur (8789%). The group who by far indicates the most pride in Arabic is female children (52%).
Male and female young adult respondents show the greatest pride in English (8% and
10%, respectively).

5.5.3 Language of Mother to Child
The question of what language a Fur mother should speak to her children was openended and received multiple responses, as seen in Figure 22 below.
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Figure 22: Language Fur Mothers Should Speak to Their Children
Many respondents recorded more than one language in response to this question. When
the numbers above are added together, they show that 247 (89%) of the respondents
believe that Fur mothers should speak Fur to their children while 84 (34%) of the
respondents believe that mothers should speak Arabic to their children. In addition, 11
(4%) thought that mothers should speak English to their children along with another
language.

5.5.4 Perceived Language Vitality
Of the 278 respondents who answered the question as to whether their language was
dying, 248 (89%) said “no” and 30 (11%) said “yes.” Some of those who answered “yes”
explained their answer. Two believe the Fur language will die if no one cares about it,
eight believe it will die because Arabic is being imposed on them, and one said “yes, of
course; it was forbidden in schools.” Of these 11 respondents, 9 were young adult males.
One young adult male believed that the Fur language would die due to lack of use.
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5.5.5 Change in Feeling Towards the Fur Language
Of the 271 respondents who indicated whether or not their feelings towards Fur had
changed over the past ten years, 225 (83%) responded “no” and 46 (17%) responded
“yes.” Many respondents who answered “no” added “they will never change.” One wrote
“no” seven times.
Of the 46 who indicated their feelings had changed, five said that their feelings had
changed positively because the Fur language is being preserved, written, and/or spoken
more now (of these, four were young adult males). Nineteen indicated positive change (of
these, 15 were young adults). Seven (all young adults) indicated that their feelings had
changed because Arabic has been imposed on them or they have not been allowed to
speak Fur in school. Although the responses themselves do not indicate whether the
change in feeling towards Fur is either positive or negative, the fact that all seven
respondents reported Fur to be their language of preference and pride as well as a
language mothers should speak to their children indicates that the change is positive. This
is an example of how the imposition of a dominant language can cause a negative
reaction which results in positive change in feeling towards the minority language.
Thirteen respondents did not indicate which way their feelings had changed. However,
eleven of them chose Fur as their language of preference and pride, and ten of them
thought mothers should speak to their children in Fur, which indicates a mostly positive
change in feeling. Two respondents indicated that their feelings had changed as they
began to speak Arabic more.
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5.5.6 Ideas for Language Preservation
Out of all the respondents, only one indicated that he did not think it was important
for the Fur language to be preserved. I assume that he simply misunderstood the question
since he listed Fur as his language of preference, pride, and the language a Fur mother
should speak to her children.
Respondents suggested many ways the Fur language could be preserved, which I
categorized as follows:
1) Documentation, publishing books
2) Speaking the Fur language all the time in public and private
3) Reading and writing in the Fur language
4) Passing the Fur language on to the next generation
5) Maintaining cultural heritage and proverbs
6) Education (basic school, institutes, a subject in university)
7) Raising awareness, motivating the next generation
8) Returning to inhabit their homeland

5.6 Language Attitude - Qualitative Data
Aside from responses to the six specific questions on the questionnaire meant to
explore attitudes towards Fur, attitudes were evident in less direct ways as well. Two
young adult men respondents crossed out the word “rotana”, a somewhat derogatory
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term used to refer to minority languages. 32 This indicates that they did not appreciate the
Fur language being characterized by this word. One older adult woman specified that a
mother should speak to her children in Fur, not in Arabic. Another older woman wrote
that they should die for the Fur language. However, I found the most telling indicators of
language attitude in the data I gleaned during semi-structured interviews. These
interviews gave respondents a chance to elaborate on their attitudes towards their
language, the reasons for them, and whether or not they had changed.

5.6.1 Perceived Language Vitality
I asked interviewees what they think will happen to the Fur language in the coming
generation. Some maintained that it will develop and not be lost. Others expressed hope
that it will remain, but were not as adamant about its vitality. One believes that now,
more than before, parents are encouraging their children to learn the Fur language. He
observes that the older generation is taking care that their language not be forgotten, and
the younger generation is searching for their roots, which includes language.
Abdalla Ismail Sulemain, an educated Fur man who has learned and taught Fur to
others, realized the danger that his language could be in because he has known many
people in urban settings who have lost their language and awareness of their identity. He
knows that because of assimilation to Arab culture and language, there is danger that one
day the name “Fur” will no longer exist.

32

Despite the fact that rotana carries negative implications, I included it on the questionnaire since it is

the term most Sudanese use to refer to minority languages. I was advised that leaving it out would
potentially result in inaccurate answers.
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5.6.2 Change in Feeling Towards the Fur Language
I asked interviewees how they felt about the Fur language and if those feelings had
changed throughout their lives. All respondents had positive feelings towards their
language, giving reasons such as comfort level when speaking, its ability to express
things other languages cannot, and its innate beauty. Those who could not speak the Fur
language expressed regret that they had never learned it.
When asked how she felt about Fur, Asia Harun Mohammed said that her language
is like something new she bought and wants to wear all the time. She admitted that she
used to be embarrassed to speak her language in front of others, but said that now she is
not and cares for her language more than any other. She mentioned that when the war
began, people from Darfur began to speak in their own languages. She came to realize the
importance of her language when the school where she was studying was shut down and
she was told people had died for her language.
Abdallah Doud Omer, an educated interviewee who wrote an M.A. thesis on the Fur
language, also believes that the conflict in Darfur has brought about change in both
language use and attitudes:
Before the war of Darfur, the Fur [language], just like other
African languages, was about to vanish because the young
generations speak Arabic. But today, the Fur language becomes
[sic] very strong. If you visit one of the camps of Darfur, you
will find Fur people and their children speak[ing] Fur and
sometimes … Arabic, and sometimes … English words. So the
situation of Fur is going to be very, very strong … after the
war. But before the war, it was very weak. Fur cling to their
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language now [more] than before [because of] political and
cultural reasons. They are looking for self-assertion. This is the
hope of all the tribes … because Sudan is a multi-tribal
country.
Along the same lines, Abdalla Ismail Sulemain reflected that before the conflict,
there were a lot of things the Fur people did not understand, but now they know their
rights.
One of the assistants who distributed questionnaires in Nyala, Ibrahim Mohajer
Abdlaal Adam, told me several specific reasons for the Fur community’s positive attitude
change towards their language. He said that in the past in Darfur, the evaluation of a
person’s social status was based on speaking Arabic.33 Parents were encouraged to take
their children to town to learn Arabic first, before learning Fur. The common thought was
that knowing Arabic made you a real Muslim and marrying a fluent Arab speaker
increased a person’s social status. But now, Ibrahim said, things are the opposite. New
awareness has allowed people to discover themselves and the value of their culture and
identity. They have realized that Arabic is not better than Fur, and Fur is not better than
Arabic. According to Ibrahim, nowadays people in Jebel Marra or other Fur majority
places will ignore you if you try to speak to them in Arabic, whereas previously they
would have respected and praised you.

33

This is confirmed by Jernudd’s (1968) study in which he observed that speaking Arabic was a sign

of distinction (see Section 2.4.3).
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5.6.3 Feelings Towards Arabic
I also asked interviewees how they felt about Arabic. Some were ambivalent, some
mentioned nervousness in speaking Arabic because of poor fluency levels, while others
were more comfortable in Arabic than in any other language. Some indicated that they
did not like Arabic a lot, but it was necessary to use for communication. One respondent
referred to Arabic as the language of the Quran and therefore, a respected language. In
general, there were no strongly negative feelings towards Arabic, although I was told and
observed through personal contacts that many of the young people who can, prefer to
speak English over Arabic.

5.6.4 Attitudes Towards Language Preservation
All interviewees believed it was important to preserve the Fur language. They listed
the following actions as factors they believe would contribute to its development:
1) intentionally using the language, especially mother to children;
2) establishing schools and/or institutes for teaching Fur
3) returning to the homeland
4) encouraging the learning of the language, being enthusiastic about it
5) raising awareness of the value of the language
One respondent listed globalization and psychological problems from the war as factors
that could adversely affect the Fur language and contribute to its decline.
Some of the Fur community members are actively involved in developing and
promoting the use of the Fur language. One of the interviewees teaches his students in the
university the value of their language. Another has continued to teach his people the Fur
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language despite many obstacles. A young woman speaks to her younger nieces and
nephews in the Fur language even though their parents do not.
During the interviews, some women needed to have my questions translated into Fur
and their answers translated into Arabic for me so that communication would be clear. At
the same time, others could not speak the Fur language at all. When I asked a few Fur
women from the same community what language they speak when they get together, they
laughed at me. The Fur language, of course! Some of these women had been out of their
homeland for 15 years, but were still speaking Fur. The majority of women who knew
Fur were trying to pass it on to their children, but said that while their children
understand, they do not usually reply in the Fur language.
The anecdotal evidence above is not meant to provide quantitative information on
the acquisition, transmission, fluency, or use of the Fur language in Khartoum since it
was not an extensive or representative sample of the Fur population in the city. However,
it does show that some Fur individuals are able to maintain and pass on their language,
even for long periods of time in settings of high contact with Arabic. Garri’s
(forthcoming) research in Darfur showed that a high percentage of the Fur community
(71%) perceived that their language is a key part of constructing their identity and were
highly conscious of using it for that purpose.
In 1997, a group of twelve Fur men organized themselves into the Fur Language
Committee for the purpose of preserving and developing their language. One of their
primary contributions to the development of the Fur language is Ab’g-Soon
“Grandmother’s School,” which they established in Mayo, Khartoum. Since then, the
committee has largely disbanded, but the work they began continues. In addition to
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teaching English, Arabic, and regular school subjects, “Grandmother’s School” teaches
reading, writing, and spoken Fur. They published Fur primers (see Appendix G) and used
them in this school. Other schools in Khartoum and in Kalma and Zalengei IDP camps in
Darfur have also developed Fur language projects (Abdalla Ismail Sulemain, personal
communication) . Literacy for All (a non-profit, US-based organization) established an
adult Fur literacy project in 2011 in the Gaga refugee camp in Chad (Henry Hauser,
personal communication).

5.6.5 Summary of Language Attitudes
Overall, there is a high preference for and pride in Fur among the respondents, with
young adult men showing the highest levels of preference and pride. Few consider the
Fur language to be endangered, and all believe it is important to preserve it. Some are
actively working to do so. There has been at least a partial positive change in language
attitudes due to a greater awareness of ethnolinguistic identity as an effect of the conflict.
A few respondents, however, have had their feelings negatively changed by Arabicization
while others fear that displacement will cause them to lose their language.
In a society where knowledge of Arabic is important for educational and economic
reasons, it is significant that only about a third of the respondents included it as a
language that a mother should speak to her children. In contrast, the vast majority
believes they should pass the Fur language on to their children. When considered with the
respondents’ ideas for language preservation, this shows community awareness of the
need for intergenerational transmission.
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5.7 A Comparison of Analysis with Previous Research
When we compare the present research data on language acquisition, fluency, and
use with the results from Fatima Idris’ 2002 study conducted right before the conflict in
Darfur, we see a shift away from, not toward, Arabic.
Table 30 below compares reported language acquisition between the 2002 and 2012
studies.
Table 30: Comparison of Language Acquisition Across Time
Language
Idris’ 2002 Study Present 2012 Study
Learned in Early
12
171
Fur
Childhood
6%
63%
143
75
Fur and Arabic
75%
27%
36
26
Arabic
19%
10%
Total Number of
191
272
Respondents
100%
100%
Compared to Idris’ 2002 study in Nyala, the present study shows a higher percentage of
the community who learned Fur in early childhood (90% compared with 81%). The
percentage of those who learned Arabic in early childhood as reported by Idris (94%) is
considerably higher than that reported in the present study (37%).
Table 31 below compares the present study’s findings on Arabic and Fur fluency
with Idris’ 2002 findings. 34

34

Idris determined fluency by having respondents order languages known according to level of

fluency. In Table 31, respondents in Idris’ study who were fluent in Fur, then Arabic and those fluent in
Arabic and then Fur were collapsed into the category “Fur and Arabic.” Respondents in this study who
claimed to speak both languages “very well” and/or “fair” were put in the same category. Those who
claimed to know a language “a little” were not considered fluent.
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Table 31: Comparison of Language Fluency Across Time
Fluency in
Language

Fur
Fur and Arabic
Arabic
Total Number of
Respondents

Idris’ 2002 Study
3
1.5%
170
85%
27
13.5%
200

Present 2012 Study
66
24%
202
74%
4
2%
272

This data shows that the present study reveals slightly greater fluency levels in Fur (98%)
than are shown in the 2002 study (87%). The percentage of those who claim fluency in
Arabic is less in the present study than in Idris’ study (76% compared with 98.5%).
Table 32 below shows that the present study reveals a much higher use of Fur in the
family domain than the 2002 study.35
Table 32: Comparison of Language Use in Family Domain Across Time
Idris’ 2002
Present 2012 Study
study
with children with spouse
Language Use
in Family
Domain

Fur
Arabic
Total Number of
Respondents

66
33%
133
67%
199
100%

147
75%
49
25%
196
100%

149
83%
31
17%
180
100%

Comparing language use in the family domain, the present study shows much greater
percentages of the Fur language being used (75% - 83%) than are shown in Idris’ study

35

Idris asked which language was used most in the family domain. The present study asked if a person

used Fur and Arabic always/often, sometimes, or little/never. The respondents who indicated always/often
are the ones displayed in Table 32.
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(33%). Concurrently, the present study shows much lower percentages (17% - 25%) of
Arabic use in the family domain compared with those in Idris’ study (67%). These results
suggest that the rapid shift towards Arabic that Idris’ study revealed is reversing and that
the use of Fur has become more prevalent. The qualitative data in Section 5.6 supports
the claim that changes in both attitudes and use have occurred. Before accepting this
conclusion, however, I consider three other potential reasons for the differences in these
two studies across ten years’ time.
1) The demographic makeup of the respondents in each survey is different.
In Idris’ 2002 study in Nyala, her research covered 64% urban-born and 36% ruralborn respondents. In my study, 69% were from rural origin and only 31% from town.
Only 66% of Idris’ respondents had migrated to Nyala, and of these, 79% migrated for
education or work (2008, 127-128). In the present study, migrants make up 87% of the
respondent population, and 89% of these migrated because of conflict. Thus, the two
studies deal with somewhat different populations. However, these differences in
demography are not so great that they fully account for the greater divergence of results.
Neither are they sufficient to account for the ten year period in which a continued shift to
Arabic should have resulted in more loss of the Fur language. In addition, this study
provides for a more balanced picture of the Fur language situation than has previously
been documented since Idris’ study was weighted towards those of town origin (64%)
while the present study is weighted towards those of rural origin (69%).
2) The methodologies used resulted in different findings.
Both studies used a sociolinguistic questionnaire to obtain data. However, Idris’
questionnaire surveyed children in school settings, where Arabic is the only medium of
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instruction and speech in the classroom. This setting lends itself towards biased answers
in favor of Arabic, as she herself realized (Idris 2008). My study surveyed children in the
comfortable surroundings of their homes and communities, so we would expect my
findings to show patterns more favorable to Fur. However, this difference, though real, is
not significant enough to account for the high divergence between studies, especially
since it only relates to children.
3) The different socio-political situations during the two surveys resulted in biased
answers towards Arabic in 2002 and conversely, towards Fur in 2012.
In 2002, ethnic tensions were high and language issues were sensitive. Idris (2002)
was told a foreigner should not ask language questions. My study in 2012 followed ten
years of conflict and displacement, which raised awareness about issues of ethnicity and
spurred on cultural and language revitalization. Accordingly, I was told that the Fur
would trust and freely give information to a foreigner doing research on their language.
So it is possible that the political situation in 2002 may have led respondents to answer in
favor of Arabic while the situation in 2012 caused them to answer in favor of Fur. This
phenomenon is not without precedent. Fishman warns about the limitations of census
data since responses can be based on “changes in the surrounding social/cultural/political
contexts such that respondents may have been led to overclaim Xish on some occasions
and to underclaim it on others” (1991, 40). To the extent that biased answers are the case
in either or both studies, the fact that the bias has changed is in itself a significant
indicator that the shift towards Arabic is reversing.
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CHAPTER 6
FORECASTING THE VITALITY OF THE FUR LANGUAGE
The previously-stated aims of this research were to describe current patterns of
language use among the Fur people, to explore the attitudes they have towards their
language, and to forecast the future ethnolinguistic vitality of the Fur language. Each of
these will be discussed below, based on the results of the analysis presented in Chapter 5.

6.1 A Description of Patterns of Language Acquisition, Fluency, and Use
Data on language acquisition, fluency, transmission, and patterns of use indicate
what functions the Fur language carries out in Fur society. Variables that influence these
functions as well as indications of an increasing role of Fur in Fur society have
implications for forecasting the future vitality of the Fur language.
Based on the results of the data analysis, we have seen that Fur is still being learned
as a first language by the large majority of respondents. It is still being transmitted
primarily by parents and community, and 93% of the respondents evaluate themselves as
fluent in it. Despite widespread bilingualism, Fur still functions as the language of choice
for most of the respondents in all domains except for work and school.
The variables which affect the timing of Fur acquisition, fluency levels, and use
among the respondents are age, gender, place of origin, and homogeneity of parents and
spouse. Level of education, social status, reason for migration, place of residence, and
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amount of time out of the homeland did not emerge as variables which significantly
affect Fur acquisition, fluency, or use. One of the assumptions of the research was that a
respondent’s reason for migration (conflict versus non-conflict) and amount of time spent
outside of rural areas would affect language use patterns, but this was not the case.
Rather, ethnolinguistic awareness and revival seems to have impacted the Fur community
as a whole, not just those directly affected by displacement. This was confirmed by
Garri’s (forthcoming) study which shows that the Fur community holds a similarly high
consciousness of using the Fur language to construct their identity, regardless of whether
or not they had been displaced by the conflict. Although the conflict physically affected
some members of the Fur community more than others, their renewed sense of ethnic
solidarity means the entire community was affected on some level. Also, Garri (personal
communication) notes that many town dwellers have experienced financial strain from
hosting or helping refugee family members.
It could be argued that despite the current strong use of the Fur language, a shift
towards Arabic is nonetheless occurring because of the lower percentages of acquisition,
fluency, and use among the children, those originating from towns, and women. These
represent the segment of the population who are usually at the forefront of language shift.
Language shift trends are indeed evident in the data, but the population distributions
could be a carryover from past decades of shift towards Arabic. A comparison of the
present research to Idris’ 2002 study reveals earlier acquisition, higher fluency levels, and
more frequent use of Fur in the family domain among my respondents compared to hers.
If language shift to Arabic had continued on the trajectory it had been on in 2002, we
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would expect to see the opposite results. The comparison to the pre-conflict language
situation provides evidence that the language shift has not only abated, but is reversing.
The fact that young adults, in particular men, rated themselves very low in Arabic
acquisition and fluency and very high in Fur language use across several domains is a
potentially-significant trend which will be unpacked below.

6.2 A Description of Language Attitudes
Data on language of preference, language of pride, language that should be
transmitted by mothers, perception of vitality, attitudes towards preservation, feelings
towards language, and change in attitudes all contribute to a picture of the attitudes the
Fur people have towards their language.
The Fur people who participated in this study show widespread positive attitudes
towards their language. They believe it should be passed on to the next generation. Most
believe it will be maintained, some are working to maintain it, and all want to see it
maintained for the coming generations. Some indicate that a new awareness of their
language and culture, in part brought out by the conflict, has positively affected their
attitudes towards their language.
The fact that young adults, in particular men, have the highest levels of preference
for and pride in the Fur language and were most vocal in describing their attitudes is an
important trend which will be discussed in Section 6.3 below.

6.3 Forecasting Future Vitality
Recognizing the difficult and multi-faceted task of attempting to predict future
language vitality, Karan (2011, 138) aptly describes it as a process
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akin to predicting the outcome of a team sports match; it
forecasts the results of a future contest that has many different
and varied influencing factors. Competing languages are the
‘teams’ in this contest, and the societal and individual values
and motivations are the players, the many different and varied
influencing factors.
Just as it is impossible to predict with certainty which team will win in a sports match, it
is impossible to conclusively predict the future of a language. However, it is possible to
assess the “values and motivations” of the individuals and communities and forecast the
effect that these will have on their future ethnolinguistic vitality.
Values and motivations may change, other unforeseen factors may enter the game,
but based on the information gathered and analyzed in this research, I conclude that the
Fur will maintain their language as a part of their ethnic identity. This conclusion is based
on the role that the Fur language continues to play as a language learned in early
childhood, spoken fluently by the majority of the community, and used across all
domains. More fundamentally, it is based on the Fur community’s motivation to maintain
their language. The Fur value their language for the familial and cultural mark of identity
it provides. They believe in the importance of maintaining it and passing it along to the
coming generation. There are strong indications that their attitudes have changed
positively towards Fur due to interethnic conflict. It is the community’s motivation to
maintain their language that is the best indicator of future ethnolinguistic vitality because
it is motivation which will in turn affect language use.
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The fact that there is an evident pattern of low Arabic ratings, high Fur use, and
strong attitudes among the young adults, particularly the men, is significant since young
adults are raising the next generation and young adult men will become the next
community leaders. Admittedly, leadership in the community does not automatically
ensure that leaders will influence language use and attitudes since it is generally true that
women, as the primary transmitters of language, are on the forefront of language change.
This has been the case with the shift to Arabic in the past. However, conflict represents
the infusion of unexpected and unprecedented change that may very well alter the typical
patterns and sources of language shift.
Since the young men in Sudan are more involved in politics than the women and
older men, it stands to reason that they are more aware of the importance of preserving
their ethnolinguistic identity and may, in the case of the Fur people at this period in time,
become arbiters of language change. Garri (personal communication) confirms that it is
valid to conclude that young adult men have a bias against Arabic because of conflict
and/or disillusionment with the Arabicization process which did not succeed in
assimilating them into mainstream Sudanese life. Keith B_____, who has had personal
contact with the Fur community and language for five years, believes a difference in
attitudes among the young adult population in general is not without reason because the
“young people have had a more negative experience with the dominant culture than older
adults. They are more politically conscious and active” (personal communication).
I conclude that if the current reversal of language shift and motivation to preserve
Fur identity seen evidenced among the young men spreads more widely to women and
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the next generation, the Fur language will remain an important part of the Fur people’s
ethnic identity.
In addition to the motivation to maintain language spreading, another factor that may
be crucial to the maintenance of the Fur language is whether the Fur people are able to
return to rebuild their destroyed communities and traditional culture. It is evident in the
data that the respondents who came from rural origins had higher levels of early Fur
acquisition and fluency, so it follows that a return to those rural regions would help
language maintenance be a reality. Even strong motivation to preserve the Fur language
may not effect lasting change if the Fur community continues to exist largely in scattered
refugee settlements. If the Fur are able to return to their homeland, then one day, the
dream written in one young Fur woman’s notebook may come true: “I hope that one day
there is a preschool in Fur and I will be the first teacher” (Asia Harun Mohammed).36

6.4 Recommendations for Further Research
Studies similar to this one, which focus on one particular language, are needed for
the other languages of Darfur in addition to general surveys of the languages in the area,.
Research that explores the extent and patterns of code-switching between Fur and Arabic
as well as Arabic loan words or “Fur-ized” words37 would also help to predict
ethnolinguistic vitality. A study that explores children’s use of Fur in the home domain
would supplement the present research. A qualitative-based study involving participant

36

Translated from Arabic

37

Abdallah Doud Omer mentioned that Fur takes Arabic words and “Fur-izes” them
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observation would undoubtedly confirm and/or further explain the language use patterns
and attitudes revealed in this study, particularly those of the young adults. Finally, a time
lapse study conducted several years after the present research will indicate whether the
present trends of language shift reversal continue or not.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
The Questionnaire

Figure 23: The Questionnaire in English
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Figure 23, cont.
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Figure 24: The Questionnaire in Arabic
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Figure 24, cont.
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Appendix B
Semi-Structured Interview
Interview
Section 1: Interviewer
1.

Name of Interviewer: .............................................................................................................................

2.

Date of interview: ..................................................................................................................................

3.

Place of interview: .................................................................................................................................

Section 2: Interviewee
4.

Name or Code of interviewee:…………………………………………………………………………..

5.

Sex………………( ) Male………………………….( ) Female

6.

Age: .......................................................................................................................................................

7.

Father's ethnic group (or tribe): ..............................................................................................................

8.

Mother's ethnic group (or tribe): ............................................................................................................

9.

Are you married?

( ) Yes

( ) No

10. Which language(s) does your spouse(s) speak? .....................................................................................
11. Where are you from originally? .............................................................................................................
12. Where do you currently live? .................................................................................................................
13. Name any other places where you have lived: .......................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
14. What year did you leave Darfur? ...........................................................................................................
15. What is the highest level of education you completed? .........................................................................
16. Where did you get your education? .......................................................................................................
17. What is your occupation? .......................................................................................................................
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Section 3: Language knowledge and use
18. Describe for me your language history
- What language do you speak?
- How were languages learned?
- How well do you speak them?
19. Describe for me your present use of language
- How has your language knowledge/use changed over the years and why?
- Do you use Arabic more now than when you were a young adult?
- When and how often you use Arabic and Fur? With whom?
- Are you teaching your children Fur?
Section 4: Language attitudes
20. How do you feel about the Fur language? Why? Have your feelings changed throughout your life?
- Were you ever embarrassed because someone heard you speaking Fur? Explain
21. How do you feel about the Arabic language? Why? Have your feelings changed throughout your life?
- Were you ever embarrassed because someone heard you speaking Arabic? Explain
- Are there situations/topics where it’s not good to use Arabic?
22. What do you think will happen to the Fur language in the next generation?
- What children are likely to grow up speaking Fur?
- What factors will affect its decline/revival?
23. What would you like to see happen to the Fur language in the next generation?
- Would you learn to read Fur if materials were developed?
- If your children don't speak Fur, will you regret this?
- What do you think you could do to promote and develop your language?
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Appendix C
Occupations of Respondents
Table 33: Occupation of Respondents
White-collar
Blue-collar
Interpreter
Tea/food maker
Teacher
Driver
Retired and drawing pension
Petty trader
Electrical engineer
Farmer
Engineer
Merchant
Doctor
Unemployed
Student
Tailor
Miller
Carpenter
Day Laborer
Housewife
Builder
Construction assistant
Feky38
Manual Laborer
Categorization of white collar/blue collar occupations adapted from Dhahawi Garri

38

A feky is a religious man who studies the Quran, sometimes teaches children Quran at the khalwa,

and sometimes performs religious rituals for the purpose of healing
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Appendix D
Independent Variable Correlations
Table 1 on the following page shows Pearson Correlation Measurements between
each of the independent variables. The only independent variable not included was
“profession” since it did not show significant correlation with any of the other variables.
In the table, “Corr.” stands for correlation, “Sig.” refers to the significance of the
relationship (the probability of error value), and “No.” refers to the number of
respondents who gave answers to the two variables in question.
A variable correlated with itself has a value of 1. A variable coordinated with another
produces a value that shows the strength of their relationship. The higher the number
(negative or positive), the higher the degree of relationship between the two variables. I
considered variables that correlated at .198 or above to be correlated variables. These
were all shown to be significant at .007 or below. The highest related pair in my data
correlated at .371.
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Table 34: Pearson Correlations
Gender
Gender

Age

Hom. of Education
Time of Reason
Profession Origin Residence move for move
parents level

Corr 1
Sig.
No.

Age

285

Corr -.029

Hom. of
parents

Sig.

.635

No.

269

1
270

Corr .080

-.199** 1

Sig.

.220

.003

No.

236

223

237

Education Corr -.198** -.337** -.071
level
Sig. .001
.000
.278
No.

285

Profession Corr -.091

Place of
origin

270

237

1
286

-.188** -.022

.345**

1

Sig.

.135

.002

.740

.000

No.

273

260

228

274

274

Corr .305**

-.094

.178**

.080

-.113

Sig.

.000

.134

.007

.187

.070

No.

270

257

225

271

259

271

-.033

.064

-.338**

-.105

-.120* 1

Residence Corr .057

1

Sig.

.334

.584

.323

.000

.082

.048

No.

285

270

237

286

274

271

286

Time
period of
move

Corr -.124*

-.023

-.111

-.053

.009

-.002

-.106

Sig.

.043

.711

.100

.390

.890

.971

.084

No.

267

254

223

268

256

255

268

Reason
for move

Corr .039

.065

-.035

.276**

-.029

.279** -.371**

-.138*

Sig.

.520

.289

.598

.000

.637

.000

.000

.024

No.

279

264

231

280

268

266

280

265

*. Correlation is significant at 0.05

**. Correlation is significant at 0.01
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Appendix E
Multiple Regression Measurements
The Multiple Regression analyses for Arabic and Fur time of acquisition and fluency levels
is presented here in more detail than in the body of the paper. An explanation of the two tables
for each Multiple Regression is below, followed by the tables.
1. Model Summary
The Model Summary evaluates the strength of the relationship between the model and the
dependent variable. R is a multiple correlation coefficient. The larger its value, the stronger the
relationship between the model and the variable. R-square shows the percentage of variation
explained by the model.
2. ANOVA
The ANOVA shows the acceptability of the model. Regression shows how much the model
explains while Residual shows what the model does not explain. If the Significance of the F
statistic is less than 0.05, then the variation explained by the model is probably not due to
chance.
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Table 35: Timing of Fur Acquisition
Model Summary
Model R
1

.554a

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

.307

.293

.449

a. Predictors: (Constant), Homogeneity of parents, Gender, Age, Place of origin
ANOVAb
Model
1

Sum of Squares df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

18.083

4

4.521

22.474

.000a

Residual

40.835

203

.201

Total

58.918

207

a. Predictors: (Constant), Homogeneity of parents, Gender, Age, Place of origin
b. Dependent Variable: Timing of Fur Acquisition
Table 36: Timing of Arabic Acquisition
Model Summary
Model R
1

a

.405

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

.164

.157

.652

a. Predictors: (Constant), Place of origin, Age
ANOVAb
Model
1

Sum of Squares df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

20.878

2

10.439

24.563

.000a

Residual

106.670

251

.425

Total

127.547

253

a. Predictors: (Constant), Place of origin, Age
b. Dependent Variable: Timing of Arabic Acquisition
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Table 37: Fluency in Fur
Model Summary
Model R
1

.400a

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

.160

.149

.388

a. Predictors: (Constant), Gender, Place of residence, Homogeneity of parents
ANOVAb
Model
1

Sum of Squares df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

6.571

3

2.190

14.585

.000a

Residual

34.540

230

.150

Total

41.111

233

a. Predictors: (Constant), Gender, Place of residence, Homogeneity of parents
b. Dependent Variable: Fluency in Fur
Table 38: Fluency in Arabic
Model Summary
Model R
1

.417a

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

.174

.159

.684

a. Predictors: (Constant), Education level, Homogeneity of spouse
ANOVAb
Model
1

Sum of Squares df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

10.742

2

5.371

11.486

.000a

Residual

50.972

109

.468

Total

61.714

111

a. Predictors: (Constant), Education level, Homogeneity of spouse
b. Dependent Variable: Fluency in Arabic
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Appendix F
Interviewees39
Table 39: List of Interviewees
Name
Nasr Eldeen Adam Hasan
Nasra Adam Hasan
Keltoum Salah Mohammed Hashim
Siham Adam Ibrahim
Mohammed Haron Khamis
Abdu Shafi Ramadan Imam
Haroun Adam Haroun Korsi
Hashim Abd El Rahman El Bakr Mohammed
Khadija Haroun Mohammed
Awatif Daud Adam
Keltoum Mohammed Haroun
Leyla Mohammed Abdallah
Hawa Abdallah
Nora El Rashid
Zekia Adam Mohammed
Mohammed Yousif Ishag
Asia Harun Mohammed
Abdallah Doud Omer
Abdalla Ismail Sulemain

39

Gender
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
M

Age
20
19
33
22-26
16
39
52
20
39
23
27
25
43
28
24
23
22
51
37

Discrepancies in the English spelling of Arabic words and names are common because there is no

standardized transliteration. I wrote names exactly as each interviewee spelled them out for me in English and
maintained these spellings here despite the discrepancies.
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Appendix G
Fur Primer

Figure 25: Fur Alphabet Book
The above image is from one page in a Fur primer (Fur 2009) produced in Khartoum by the Fur
Language Committee. It is the first of several graded primers produced by the Fur community for
the purpose of teaching reading and writing in Fur.
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